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Board of Fellows Indicts College
on Minority Recruitment
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problem, the Board of Fellows of roughly 5.5 per cent. For the two
requested that the College issue a previous freshman classes, the
policy statement on minorities by minority component had "been
slipping into the three per cent
Fall of 1978.
range.
The Fellows' annual report is
Smith emphasized that the
dated May 25, 1978, and was
distributed to administrators and matter of minority recruitment is
one for which not only the
student leaders in mid July.
Since that time, the College administration, but all aspects of
administration has made noticeable the College are responsible. He
moves in the direction of commit- noted that the quality of life for
ment to minorities on campus. minority students on campus, and
During the summer, Barbara the desirability of the College to
Robinson-Jackson was hired as minorities in general, is tempered
Assistant Dean of Students and by the attitudes of all students,
Coordinator for Minority Affairs. faculty, and administrators alike.
"The administration doesn't set
At about the same time, a vacancy
in the Admissions Department, the feel of the place", said Smith.
created by the departure of. Donna "We can only set the temper of
Irish, was Filled with the appoint- what we feel ought to be the
ment of Reggie Kennedy. Kennedy appropriate attitudes on campus.
will serve in a slightly modified role
"In a broad institutional sense,
as Assistant Director of Admis- I think we're making the right
sions, with special emphasis as moves".
While the Board noted that it Director of Minority Recruitment..
This sentiment is shared by
was "impressed with the sincerity
Assistant Dean Robinson-Jackson.
Commenting on the Fellows'
and conviction" demonstrated by
Mrs. Jackson argues that Trinity
the President's Council on Minority statement on minorities, Vice Pres- will not be successful in attracting
Students, it found that "there ident Thomas Smith noted that the capable minority students unless it
exists a strong need to implement Fellows' interest in minority re- is currently graduating happy
programs to increase minority cruitment problems is not a new minority students.
awareness on campus". In this phenomenon, saying the Board has
Dean Jackson, too, is empharegard, the Board made strong had a "steady monitoring interest
suing
commitments from all memin
minorities,
and
has
renewed
its
recommendation that the College.
bers of the College in order to stir
hire an Assistant Dean of Students interest in coming forth with that
sensitivity to minority issues. Jackwho would have as a principal statement".
Smith was quick to note that son notes that if you are a minority
responsibility the task of "enhancing minority community life on minority recruitment for the pre- student at Trinity, "all the doors
sent freshman class was far irore are open, but nobody's inviting you
campus".
in. There appears to be no
successful
than had been expected
Underscoring the immediacy of
commitment
from anyone to even
Trinity's minority recruitment as late as last January, The class of
'82 includes a minority component begin to understand the problems
of minorities at Trinity. "
By Michael Preston
The Trinity College Board of
Fellows, the body charged as the
"official examiners of the College", announced in its annual
report this summer that the College
"does not have a real commitment
to recruiting minority students".
The statement was made in the
report of the Board's Admissions
Study Committee, appended to the
annual report of the Fellows.
Expressing concern about recently
waning success in attracting miority students, the Committee states,
"The Board of Fellows thinks that
the College does not have a real
commitment to recruiting minority
students. The Board of Fellows is
equally concerned about the lack of
commitment which the College has
to engaging and retaining minority
faculty and staff members".
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Much of Vemon St. was blacked oat last Thursday when this power
cable burst into flames near Broad St. Vernon St. was closed for
several hours as workmen from Hartford Electric light Co. worked
to tame the cable which crashed to the street.

Annual Drive Slated
by Margaret Henderson
. The Annual Fund, a part of the
overall fund raising drive, is about
to commence under the direction of
alumnus Alfred Burfeind, Assistant Director of Development. Separate campaigns are aimed at
alumni, parents, Mends and the
Business and Industry Association.
All monies raised are used
unrestrictedly to support the budget. The goal for this year is
$600,000 which is used to maintain
the school budget of $13,848,100.
This goal was set after the success
of last year's campaign, which
earned the largest amount in the
school's history - $677,000. The
Charles A. Dana Foundation of
Grenwich made possible this
success by sponsoring a challenge
grant of $105,000 if the fund could
raise $325,000 in cash, increase the
gifts of recently graduated classes,
and augment the total alumni
participation by 10%. The fund was
awarded $103,000 for its fulfillment
of the challenge. The bulk of
contributions is expected from
alumni, who last year contributed
$410,000.
Solicitation takes the form of
face-to-face appeals for the large
gifts, phone-a-thons, which employ
the help of volunteer Trinity
undergraduates, and alumni volunteers serving as class agents. The
class agents are planning to meet
at a conference to be held
September 29th and 30th. At the

conference, agents will be recognized for their service, and the
campaign will officially commence.
The median gift is estimated at
$25. and the largest expected is
$25,000. The larger contributions
are primarily from alumni. As in
most campaigns, the largest amount is received from the smallest
percentage of contributors. The
drive continues throughout the
year. The weeks from October 15th
to December 1st, and January 20th
to the end of March are the busiest.
This year is the 30th anniversary of the Alumni Fund. Before
1948 campaigns were conducted
modestly. In the past few years,
there has been a significant growth
in alumni participation; Last year
30% of the alumni contributed.
Only recently have personal
approaches to Trinity's campaign,
such as the phone-a-thons, been
developed. Student support is
necessary for this effort, and all
students are urged to participate.
The
phone-a-tnons
are
scheduled for the first week in
December and another in February. Five undergraduates, Sibley
Gillis '81, Tigger Mooney '81, Alice
O'Connor '80, Andy Storch '79,
and Sterling Hall '79 are student
representatives to the Alumni
Fund, and organize the student
volunteers to the phone-a-thons.
Several thousand appeals are
transacted by these calls, which
have been conducted for the past
two years.

Tripod Still Recruiting
The Tripod staff is still anxious to recruit any budding (or
unplanted) journalists who haven't yet turned up at our Jackson
Hall enclave.
All students interested in presenting their talents to the Tripod
should be present at tonight's staff meeting at the Tripod office,
Jackson basement at 7:30 pm.

SGA Results Delayed
by Steve Elmendorf
The Student Government
Association held its elections for
dormitory representatives on
Thursday. As of the Tripod deadline, results were incomplete.
The election was plagued with
problems concerning the ballot
count. Many of the Resident
Assistants in Jarvis and Jones had
not turned in their ballots as of
Sunday. These elections were
exceedingly close so final results
can not be announced until all the
ballots are turned in, SGA VicePresident Pro tern Scott Claman
stressed that he did not want to
disenfranchise anyone so he was
holding off announcing final
result. He also pointed out that the
problems with the missing votes
did not reflect low student interest
in the election. According to

Claman even with the votes not
counted, more people had voted in
this election than in any previous
SGA election.
The other problem facing the
SGA is the lack of candidates in
AUen East and West. There were
no candidates for either of these
dorms. The SGA will elect at-large
representatives and appoint them
to represent the dorms that had no
candidates.
The selection of dorm reps was
the beginning of the election
process outlined in the new SGA
constitution. The Constitution
mandates one SGA delegate for
every fifty students. Previously all
delegates had been elected on an
at-large basis.
The second phase of the voting,
on Tuesday, will elect one delegate
for each class plus four delegates

elected by the entire student body.
Representatives will also be chosen
to the following committees: SGA
Budget, Academic Affairs, Academic dishonesty, College affairs,
Curriculum, Financial Affairs,
Athletic Advisory, Buildings and
Grounds, Career Counseling Advisory, Library, ConnPIRG, and
Student Life.
SGA President Pro Tempore
Tami Voudouris hopes that the
new representative form of government will give the SGA more
credibility with both Administration and students. Previously,
according to Voudouris, the student government was not taken
seriously by the Administration.
She also hopes that the new system
will increase communication and
responsiveness between the SGA
and the student body. •

Nuclear Advocates Speak
clear power, and unspoken but well
known scenarios of melt down and
Born under the mushroom disaster have contributed to a
cloud, as the popular phrase goes, growing uncertainty that atomic
the current generation of college energy is worth the risks associated
students is imbued with a profound with it.
ambivalence toward nuclear power.
It was against this background
Gone is most of the wide-eyed that Westinghouse Electric Comyouthful enthusiasm toward nu- pany initiated its Campus America
clear energy as a sort of technolog- Program, representatives of which
ical manna in a time of impending visited Trinity last Tuesday.
energy privation. Peculiar enviCampus America, says the
ronmental- hazards posed by nu- program's promotional literature,
by Michael Preston

is designed to. "establish a dialogue on nuclear power with the
nation's college students, the general public and the media". This
dialogue is carried on fay a handful
of young Westinghouse nuclear
engineers who have been touring
the campus lecture circuit since
1976.
Six engineers, ranging in age
from 23 to 34, and hailing from a
cont. on page 4
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Priorities Committee Looks To Future
The Institutional Priorities; Trinity, there remains a lack of
Council was created by President firm definition in our overall
Lockwood in November, 1977. to academic posture. The ''shaping
help define Trinity's priorities for vision "which would lend coherthe/future.' Its membership includes ence to our processof education
three faculty members appointed- does not seem clearly defined.
by the Faculty Conference, four
The recommendations of this
students appointed by the Student
preliminary report are organized
Government Association, the Presaround the major structural
ident, the Vice President for
divisions of college and academic
Finance and Planning, and the
life. The Council has also identified
Assistant to the President.
additional questions which must'be
The Council has been faced
answered before we can submit a
with one essential question: what
final and comprehensive report.
objectives should Trinity College
Before summarizing our
pursue in the next five years? Or,
preliminary recommendations, it
phrased differently, how self—
might be helpful to define those
consciously and in what ways
areas which we do consider to have
should Trinity respond to the
high priority. One is growth; we do
serious problems which confront
not recommend enlarging our
all institutions of higher education?
resident student body significantly.
Liberal arts colleges face a
Another is physical plant; no'major
severe squeeze: they must compete
additions appear appropriate.
for-a shrinking student population
Other areas are athletics and most
both with large universities which
administrative and student seroffer more diverse curricula and
vices. The relative emphasis on
wiiii technical and vocational
various specific activities and proschools. The pool of college—age
grams will undoubtedly shift, but
students will decline by 25—30%
we would be opposed to dedicating
over the next generation. At the
any greater proportion of our
same time, the impact of inflation
limited resources to these funcon college budgets is likely to cause
tions. We endorse a posture of
annual increases in student term
genteel austerity in all but the
bills of approximately 6—8%.
highest priority areas.
Institutions like Trinity, moreover, 1. THE COMMUNITY OF
are already priced far higher than STUDENTS:
competing state—supported
Student life at Trinity suffers
colleges and universities.
from a lack of intellectual and
In face of this dual problem— social cohesiveness. The advising
—a shrinking student population system, the functioning of the
and rapid inflation
liberal arts Mather Campus Center, and the
colleges generally have been role of the Student Government
forced to ask tough questions Association are areas which we
about the nature and value of the recommend receive greater atcourses of study they offer. Trinity, tention.
too, must ask these same questions:
a. Advislngs As long as we keep
Do we wish to continue as a small
a free-elective curriculum at
liberal arts college with no essential Trinity .effective advising is critical.
,, , _,., modifications? If we wish, to modify Everyone knows this; everyone
die* liberal arts-curriculum- m any discusses it. However, the 'burden
radical way, what should determine remains on both studcnls and
those modifications? Should we faculty to make the advising system
respond to the demands for applied work. There seem to be two kinds
or vocational studies? Should we of problems:
increase the range of our liberal
1. The Freshman Seminar
arts curriculum, emphasizing, for program, which has generally
instance, applied or creative arts? provided effective advising for
In addition to these general freshmen and sophomores, often
problems, Trinity, as any inpairs students with advisors who
stitution, also faces a special set of
are not in their potential major
problems which arise out of its own fields. Advisors must become
particular history and condition. familiar with the entire range of
.From a national perspective,
curricular offerings at Trinity. If we
Trinity is an unusually strong in- cannot find a way to insure this
stitution. It has a long and
familiarity-—and, given present
distinguished academic tradition, a faculty teaching loads, it may be
handsome campus, and significant difficult—then perhaps the process
endowment funds. It has been well of advising freshmen and sophoand prudently run. It has mores should be examined more
demonstrated initiative in its carefully. At the same time that it
academic programs and in the provides the introduction to the
successful addition of women student's advisor, the freshman
students. The College enjoys a seminar program should also
good reputation and an absence of serve serious academic purposes.
the internal discontent, which We particularly applaud the efforts
characterizes many institutions. made in the last three years to
Compared with some of its encourage, and this year to insist
more traditional competitors, on, a strong emphasis on writing in
however, Trinity's position is less that program.
enviable. Its endowment income is
less, and this fact reflects itself in
2. The students on the Council
somewhat lower average faculty strongly recommend that advisors
salaries and, in some cases, higher to juniors and seniors make majors
teaching loads. Less funds are feel more a part of their departavailable for student aid. Ad- ments. Regular gatherings of all
missions ratios and mean SAT students within a department
scores show that in many cases should be held each semester.
Trinity is a backup choice for its Student—run colloquia might also
students. The student body tends to help integrate majors more fully
have a relatively high proportion of into their departments and could
middle and upper-middle class be encouraged by faculty memyoung people. While the faculty is bers. Advisors should also be
of generally high quality and many thoroughly familiar with the . ofof the students are very capable, it ferings of their own and other
has proven difficult to maintain a departments.
high degree of intellectual excitement on the campus. The
b. Mather Camus Center:
public image of Trinity, and indeed Mather does not function satis
Trinity's image of itself, tends to be factorily as a center of student
somewhat bland.
feasible financially, we recom1
v *'. . ' •.; inese <-then, are the problems mend that a committee .be''formed
'^/ ,-":\1'l3i?':h w e se « facing Trinity. The to study ways of utilizing Mather's
" %!$F\1$&*9 o f °w Council is space more effectively.
that, white .-we do offer many exc. Student Goverment Associacellent programs and cempras, at tion: the ( Council recommends

recent moves to strengthen the
S.G.A., to make it more
. representative, and to improve its
communications with the faculty
and the administration. SGA's role
in helping unify the students is
essential; we encourage it to find
additional ways to bring students
together in social and extra—
curricular functions. Student
participation as well as faculty and
administration.support should be
strongly encouraged.
2. ADMISSIONS:
Against a generally bleak
background of declining numbers
and rising tuitions, there are three
distinct admissions problems which
must be addressed simultaneously:
the need for greater diversity
within the student body; the desire
to draw intellectually curious and
academically motivated students to
Trinity in the future; and the
opportunity to make a Trinity
education available to the increasing number of adults who
wish to return to college.
a. Diversity: Students from
minority and economically disadvantaged backgrounds are more
likely to become full participants in
student life if their numbers
approach a critical mass which
makes them more than merely
minor sub-groups within our community. The decline in minority
enrollments in particular has been
of great concern to the College for
the past few years.
We believe, therefore, that high
priority must be given to adhieving
greater economic, social, and
racial diversity in our student body.
To this end we support the attention given to the problem of
admissions by the trustees, the
Board of Fellows, faculty members,
and administrators. We need to use
our limited sutdent aid funds more
effectively to achieve these objectives.
We recommend that filling the
Capital Area Scholarships be a top
priority, and that the number of
these scholarships be increased.
We also recommend that greater
efforts be made to recruit students
from the Upward Bound program
which is conducted on our campus.
Important as such admissions
efforts are, we fully understand
that the recruitment of students
depends on the nature of the
curricular off erings they will find at
Trinity. Tis consideration will
. provide one of several important
criteria in the Council's review of
Trinity's overall educational
program.
b. Academically Motivated Students: Certainly Trinity must continue to compete for the most intellectually curious and academically
motivated students. All effort must
be put into developing coherent,
intensive, and attractive recruitment programs for such students.
We recommend that greater use
be made of students in the
recruiting process. We must also
make certain that our academic
program appeals to the superior
type of student we wish to attract.
(We are pleased to learn that this
year's recruitment efforts for the
Class of 1982 have been so
successful.
c. Individualized Degree
Program
.
IDP is an effective vehicle for
bringing older, non—residential
students to Trinity. This sector of
the population is growing (as the
number of eighteen—year olds
begins to shrink). IDP provides the
College with an additional source
of students and with stronger ties to
the Greater Hartford community.
The Council believes that this
program should receive strong
support from the .College. .

3. RELATIONS WITH HARTFORD:
Trinity is virtually unique
among small, high quality colleges
for its urban setting. Its location
poses some threats, particualrly in
the decline of the immediate
neighborhood, which we must
attempt to counteract. But the city
also provides some of our greatest
resources. We wish to define ways
in which we may utilize the city for
both educational enhancement and
financial support. The Internship
Program provies an important link
between the College and the city.
Other links should be developed.
As the Council proceeds to
review the College's academic
program, it will examine three
models which represent distinct
degrees of integration with the
Hartford area. These have been
described by President Lockwood
as follows:
1. We may believe that as an
institution we need to learn how to
live with the City community and
to exercise leadership. Hartford
provides an excellent setting in
which to relate liberal learning to
preparation for careers, and
therefore we would promote the
internship and interdisciplinary
programs. We would provide
students with many opportunities
to live in, work with, and learn
from the City. It would be our
conviction that if society didn't
solve many of the social problems
in city life, we would be the poorer.
2. We could offer a traditional
liberal arts curriculum in which
only a few programs would have a
relationship to Hartford. Trinity
might follow a middle—-ground
approach in keeping with its
present position.
3. We might consider ourselves
an intellectual community of young
and old scholars dedicated to
making the most of the residential
experience. We might conclude
that we could not make significant
connections with the City or really
take advantage of it. In that case
we should create the best possible
intellectual experience on the 90
acres we own.
4. FACULTY:
Trinity
has
competed
Successfully -with similar institutions for new faculty members,
and it should continue to recruit
the most distinguished and
diversified professors. Faculty and
administration should work
together to make the most of the
opportunity created by the present
job market. To.achieve this end, a
careful assessment should be made
of Trinity's faculty salaries, which
are somewhat lower than in
comparable schools, and of its
teaching loads, which are in some
cases higher. Trinity is now
defining its faculty staffing levels
more sharply. Thefaculty may be
asked to bear the burden of
curricular innovations at the same
time that increased demands are
being made upon it for significant
scholarly and research activities.
The Council wishes to explore
ways to make all these demands
compatible with the teaching
excellence for which Trinity must
continue to be known. In particular, as a long term project, we
would like to examine the financial
and curricular costs of a possible
reduction in the normal teaching
load.
5. DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC
RELATIONS:
The key to slowing down tuition
increases, increasing student aid,
and significantly enhancing our
curriculum lies in increased endowment and a higher level of
annual giving. To achieve these
results the Development Office
should be organized and staffed for
maximum effectiveness.
The activities and programs of

particular excellence which Trinity
now has and will develop should be
tastefully publicized both inside
•and outside the College in order to
improve the public's perception of
us as well as the way we feel about
ourselves. We welcome the steps
taken recently to strengthen the
Public Relations Office.
6. CURRICULUM:
As previously noted, the
Council's deliberations to date
have focused largely on institutional matters which reflect
Trinity's unique location and the
economic and demographic
problems facing all institutions of
higher education. It is increasingly
apparent, however, that a sufficient
response by the College to its
threats and its opportunities will
inevitably involve the shape and
direction of its academic programs,
which are, after all, the basis of its
usefulness. In the long run, it is the
quality and attractiveness of these
programs which will have the
greatest impact on admissions,
faculty quality, and even our
development and public relations
activities.
The
Council
proposes,
therefore, to continue its
deliberations in the coming months
by reviewing Trinity's overall
academic program, methods, and
requirements. Our objective will be
to determine whether we are
making the best use of our
resources to equip students to live
happy and useful lives in the kind
of society in which they will find
themselves in the next generation.
Some of the questions we will be
asking ourselves are:
1. What is the single most important
thing Trinity can do academically,
given its institutional strenths and
weaknesses?
2. Are we prepared to say that
there are no academic changes that
would
improve
Trinity's
educational quality?
3. Are our curriculum and
capabilities so bound to tradition
that we cannot consider the
possibility of adjusting them to
meet the needs of our future
students?
4. What will be the needs of our
students in the next 10—20 years?
In our society, will beliefs continue
to fragment, and does this make
our liberal arts curriculum less
helpful or more helpful?
5. Should our curriculum be more
structured? If not, how can be
provide students with greater
curricular guidance?
6. Should we place greater or less
reliance on the interdisciplinary
approach? We have introduced
some interdisciplinary programs
from a conviction that they address certain contemporary issues,
more effectively than do traditional
disciplines, and that they permit
students to encounter problems of
analysis in a way that prepares
them for problem—solving. Do
faculty members really believe
this?
The TRINITY TRIPOD, Vol
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The TRIPOD is published
weekly on Tuesdays, except
vacations, during the acedemic year. Student subscriptions
are included in the student
activities fee; other subscriptions are $12.00 per year, the
TRIPOD is printed by the
Palmer Journal Register,
Palmer, Mass., and published
at Trinity College, Hartford,
Connecticut, under the Act of
March 3, 1879. Advertising
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Interns Sign Contracts
by Pat Morris
There has been a new development in internships this year. As of
this semester, a student interested
in an internship as an option to
regular course study must fill out
an internship learning contract.
In the past, a student interested
in pursuing an internship simply
had to fill out a form that was
commonly used for teaching assistantships and independent study
courses as well. The form required
a brief description of the internship
and the signatures of the faculty
supervisor and the chairman of the
department involved.
Now, a student must give much
more explicit information about his
or her internship as well as stating
the learning objectives of the

internship, and the program of
activities planned to meet those
objectives. The student must also
obtain the written approval of his or
her placement supervisor, in addition to that of the faculty supervisor
and the department chairman
involved.
The new contract also asks for
the criteria and procedures for
evaluating and grading the internship. This year's addition requires
written explanations, whereas in
the past, the faculty supervisor and
the student merely agreed verbally
on the criteria.
According to Keats Jarmon, the
Internship Coordinator, the reason
behind the new contract is to
"make students think a little more
about what they are going to do."

Ms. Jarmon said that last year she
talked to students halfway through
the semester and found that many
weren't really sure what they were
supposed to be doing. The new
Internship Learning Contract
should help alleviate this confusion
by having the student state, in advance what he or she intends to
accomplish.
Currently, there are about 200
possible internships, ranging in
area from Law to Government to
Social Services. Fifty students have
expressed interest in internships
for this semester.
If you are interested in an
internship for the Trinity Term, or
just have a question, contact Keats
Jarmon, at Seabury 43-C. She'll be
more than willing to help.

New Dean Joins Staff
by Pam Wilton
Mrs. Barbara Robinson-Jackson
is excited about her "challenging
new position," assistant dean of
students and coordinator of minority affairs.
Robinson-Jackson, who joined
the administration over the summer, will be responsible for foreign
and minority students and the
College's six fraternities. She
replaces dean Muhammed Jibbrell,
who left the college at the
beginning of the summer.
Robinson-Jackson says she
seems to be doing a juggling act,
attempting to solve the problems of
the faculty, the students, and the
administration simultaneously. The
demands of those three groups
often conflict, she said.
She wants to see more responsibility placed in the hands of the
students. "The faculty has the
power and the freedom and many
demands, but the students have
important concerns as well.
In her diplomatic role, Robinson

Jackson will attempt to integrate
the campus and the fraternities and
will also try to soften the special
adjustment problems of incoming
foreign and minority students.
Enthusiastically discussing her
proposals for ways of creating more
harmonious relations between
different groups on campus, she
stressed the importance of more
interaction between the minority
and non-minority students, the
drastic need for more overall
awareness of different cultures,
and reemphasized the necessity of
a more integrated and diverse
student body.
Robinson-Jackson, who was recently graduated from the George
Washington University National
Law Center, received her B.A. in
political science and history from
Hunter College in New York in
1975. •
Her educational and vocational
experiences include working for the
House of Representative's Committee on the Distict of Columbia
and a variety of jobs in business

including a spell at the New York
Stock Exchange, and as a supervisor and statistician for the National
Clearing Corp. She has also worked
for the Department of Energy.
The dean also has a myriad of
experience in the field of education. Along with teaching African
culture and sewing to teenagers
centers in Harlem, she has been
involved in a Harlem Model Cities
program, has administered a scholarship program, and counseled 225
high school students about further
education.
Last week, Mrs. Jackson met
with some fraternities in an attempt to promote a more positive
attitude between the fraternities
and the administration. "I believe
that the frats can do more than they
are now for the school and the
surrounding community," Mrs.
Jackson is disappointed at the
present lack of rapport and lack of
interaction between the students
and the community, and seems
dismayed at the lack of enthusiasm
cont. on page 9

Director of Security, A l Garafefe HB

demonstrate rape defense techniques in self protection prognun
held La Almnni Lounge last Thursday.

Defense Demonstrated
by Deborah Cushman

ability in order for the individual to
feel at ease unaccompanied.

A demonstration of self-defense
tactics on Thursday evening, September 14, marked the commencement of the Trinity Women's
Center's Program for this year.
The demonstration, though
sparsely attended by both sexes,
provided a helpful combination of
fact finding and actual participation, as female security guard
Sherry Scollo and security chief Al
Garafolo displayed a number of
active maneuvers while attempting
to lay seed to a security-conscious
mindset among the men and
women present. It became evident
to the group that a cultivated
foresight must be combined with a
great deal of practiced maneuver-

Lesley Wright, the Director of
the Women's Center, discussed the
possibility of the Center's sponsoring regular classes for men and
women interested in pursuing, with
this multifacetted approach, the
concept of personal safety.
Also present at Wednesday's
demonstration were two members
of the Hartford organization.
Neighborhood Women Against
Rape. The women were able to
bulwark the factual and conceptual
emphasis of the evening's presentation, as well as introduce their
organization as a personal and
community resource viable in the
fight against sexual assault.

Campus Notes
provide historical perspective on
the amendment, its legislative
Early East Asian warfare as status, and what the prospects are
depicted in Chinese painting will for its passage.
be the topic of a free, illustrated
Joyner has been a member of
lecture
at Trinity College on
the AAUW board of directors since
Thursday, September 21.
The talk will be given by Dr. 1973. She has travelled widely for
Gari Ledyard, chairman of East t h e organization, representing
Asian Studies at Columbia Univer- them in Canada, the Soviet Union
sity. Co-sponsored by the History and at a NATO briefing in Belgium
and Political Science Departments in 1973. She will be a member of
and the Friends of Art, the event the First Arab-American Dialogue
will be held at 8:00 p.m. in the in Tripoli, Libya, scheduled for
McCook Auditorium. The public is October, 1978.
In addition to her AAUW
invited to attend.
A Korean specialist, Ledyard affiliation, Dr. Joyner is director of
holds a doctorate from the Univer- continuing education at Cedar
sity of California at Berkeley. He is Crest College in Pennsylvania. She
the author of "The Dutch Come to earned her Ph.D. in government
Korea," published by the Univer- from Florida University. She has
published articles on the Equal
sity of Washington Press.
In his talk, Ledyard will concen- Rights Amendment as well as
trate on a massive 16th century "reverse" discrimination, human
battle scroll. Originally indentified rights, environmental problems,
as the pictorial history of a 15th and international relations.
century battle, Dr. Ledyard's research suggests that the scroll
depicts a late 16th century clash
Students interested in study at
between the.Chinese and Japanese the University of Puerto Rico
over Korea.
during the second term of the
present academic year should
consult both Professor Andrian and
"ERA—What Happened?" will Dean Winslow (Office of Educabe the topic of a free public lecture tional Services and Records) before
on Saturday, September 23 at 8:00 the end of September.
p.m. Dr. Nancy P. Joyner, first vice
president of the American AssociaAn Intensive Study Program
tion of University Women, will
speak in McCook Auditorium. The (please see page 16 in the Trinity
event is sponsored by the Women's College Bulletin 1978-1979) will be
offered by Professor Gastmann in
Center.
Dr. Joyner is an active lobbyist Rome for the Trinity Term (Spring)
1979.
and spokeswoman for the Equal
Rights Amendment. Her talk will
Detailed information is avail-

Chinese Painting

Puerto Rico

ERA

Study in Rome

Dr. Michse! Cos, Professor of Aath?o««Josy at Yale Umlvenlty
dellvera the first Is a series of lectures on Mayan Art at Austin Arts
Center.

photo by J ohn Lolsennng

able from Professor Gastmann or in
the Office of Educational Services
and Records.

Parents Weekend
Parents Weekend will be Friday, October 13 thru Sunday,
October 15. Parents whose last
name begins with a letter in the
first half of the alphabet (approximately) will be invited to the
Friday night dinner; parents whose
last name begins with a letter in the
last part of the alphabet will be
invited to Saturday's dinner, Students are invited to accompany
their parents to all of the weekend's activities.
If you have any suggestions for
programs or events that you would
like to hold that weekend, please
contact Gael M. O'Brien, Assistant
to the President.

Watson Fellowship
Trinity seniors (those who will
receive their degrees in May 1979,
whether they finish degree requirements this fall or next spring)
are eligible to apply for a Watson
Travelling Fellowship. Detailed
information js available in the
Office of Educational Services and
Records (please ask the secretary
for a brochure and for the black
binders containing information on
past awardees). Note that the
deadline for applications to be.
received in the Office of Educational Services is 25 September (for
the faculty recommendation) and
26 September (for the personal
application).
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Winer Welcomes Students
Observations
Office

from

the

Dean's

As one person in a long
succession of official greeters, I
vish to welcome all new students to
Trinity College and all returning
students back after what is hoped
has been a productive and relaxing
summer. This. is the first of
frequent articles in which I shall
zomment on student life at the
College. Additionally, I shall atempt to answer questions
regarding general or specific
pects of the college experience.
Any comments and questions
to which you wish a public
response should be submitted in
writing to me care of the Dean of
Students Office or offered through
etters in the Tripod. I hope you
l find my observations and
apinions both informative . and
provocative. I shall sometimes
iddress broad philosophical
uestions. At other times I shall
mswer specific practical concerns
3f students. Today's column serves
as' an introduction to the people
employed in my office.
If you. should call or come to my
iffice for an appointment, you will
be greeted by Mrs. Fawn
McCarthy or Mrs. Lois DiCara, or
ccasionally by student workers.
Mrs. McCarthy or Mrs. DiCara will
gladly arrange an appointment for
ou with any of the staff. While
nderstanding that some of the
reasons for a meeting- are condential, you will be asked the
itent of your visit. Without
livulging confidences, please
idicate whether the nature of your
oncern is personal, social or
cademic. Providing this inormation will increase our
waxeness of the nature of
problems most typically experienced.
Ms. BaTbara RobinsonJackson serves as Assistant Dean of
Students and Coordinator of
Minority Affairs. In addition to
ssisting the Dean in jthe
responsibilities of the office, she is
advisor to the fraternities. She also
assumes special interest in foreign
and minority students in both
cademic and non—academic
reas. Ms. Robinson—Jackson
raduated with honors from
Hunter College and received her
law degree from
George
Washington University. She comes

Engineers Promote Nukes

cont. from page 1
to us from the Federal Energy
number of the giant electric
Department in Washington, D.C
manufacturer's offices, have
Prior to her government extoured more than 300 college and
perience Ms. Robinson—Jackson
university campuses. Operating on
had worked with college age
a rotating schedule, the engineers
people in a variety of capacities.
receive no additional pay for their
Ms. Kristina Dow, Director of
participation in the program, and
Residential Services, is beginning
they are still responsible for their
her second year in this office after
technical assignments while
previously serving as Assistant
they're out promoting the cause of
Director of Financial Aid at th6
nuclear power.
College. She graduated from
Armed to the teeth with techTrinity with a major in Chemistry
nical information, the Campus
Her particular interests lie in
America representatives arrive
dormitory conditions and in social
ready to engage students in formal
and cultural programs originating
debate or quiet discussion. At
in the college's living units. Ms
Trinity, discussion was of the latter
Dow is responsible for the Resident
sort, as only a handful of students
Coordinators and Resident
turned out for the modestly publiAssistants and is also concerned
cized event.
with problems that arise in dorKaren Adelson and Rich Holmitory living.
land, both in their mid twenties,
Mr. Charles
McCarthy,
and both from Westinghouse's
Director of Student Services, has
Monroeville, Pa. works, have been
his office on the second floor of
on the stump for nuclear power for
Mather Campus Center. He is a
just over a year. Their enthusiasm
Yale graduate who has been
for high technology is founded on a
working in various capacities with
conviction that not only is nuclear
college age men and women since
power presently necessary, it is
1960. In addition to supervising all
operations in the student center,
including the food service, the post
office and the bookstore, Mr.
McC arthy is advisor to all student
organizations.
Mr. Wayne Asmus, who
received a Master degree from
Wayne State University in student
personnel, is Assistant Director of
Student Services and manager of
Yvonne Waern, Professor of
the Iron Pony Pub. He is generally
Psychology at the University- of
in the pub during the evenings. If
not there, you will find him in his Stockholm, Sweden, will present a
seminar on "Thought Processes
office behind the Front Desk at
During Reading", Thursday at 4:00
Mather.
Your Dean of Students ob- p.m. at Alumni Lounge. This
seminar will summarize recent
tained his doctoral degree in
research conducted by Professor
Psychology from the University of
Waern
on reading comprehension,
Connecticut and taught at Trinity
sponsored by the Departments of
College for ten years prior to
assuming his current role. He is Education and Psychology. Open
also a consultant to some of the
local hospitals.
It is hoped that all students feel
free to avail themselves of the
services provided by the Dean of Men and women interested in self
Student's staff. The myth persists defense classes: Contact the
that this staff's only function is to Trinity Women's Center, Box 1385,
discipline students. In fact, this Mather Hall Third Floor or Director
Lesley Wright.
disciplinary function is only one of
many tasks assumed. We are all
here to serve you, so please don't
be shy about coming to us with
your concerns or problems of any
nature.

assuredly safe, given the efforts of
safety engineers like themselves.
"We're not claiming that nuclear power is a perfect answer to
anything. There are no perfect
answers", says Holland. "We
simply must weigh the1 risks of this
new technology against those of the
older fossil fuel technology; and I
think that we come out ahead on all
counts".
Addressing all aspects of nuclear safety problems, Adelson and
Holland noted that proven technology exists to handle such hazards
as waste disposal and terrorist
assault. Holland pointed out that in
nuclear engineering, redundancy is
a key theme.
"We think of the worst imaginable catastrophies which could
befall each aspect of a nuclear
plant, and we make designs to
accomodate them. When we're
finished, we scrap that plan and
make it better. Backup systems are
piled on top of backup systems",
says Holland with reassuring confidence.

Both engineers expressed their
impatience with federal bureaucracy in all its splendid indecisiveness. Particularly in the area of
waste disposal, Adelson noted
"Proven technology exists which
can safely dispense with waste
hazards, it's in place and working
in Europe. But those...people in
Washington just can't see clear to
get things rolling".
When asked about the opposition to nuclear power from such
groups as Clamshell Alliance,
Adelson stated, "I don't feel that
alot of opponents to nuclear power
are being intellectually honest.
Frequently, opponents are simply
using nuclear power as a symbol of
the sort of society with which they
don't agree".
"We fully realize the horrors
which might befall a nuclear
reactor", says Holland gravely.
"But realistically, we cannot
operate on the basis of what might
happen. We function on the
principles of probability; and the
probability of a serious mishap
occuring is very small indeed".

More
Notes

Psych Lecture

Defense Classes

'Excuse me but 1 seem to have lost my mind.'

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

Call when you
leave - it will
be ready upon
arrrival

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.
(offerexplreisDec.31,1978)

;

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

PIZZA

ATTENTION Trinity Dorms and & Fratsii
[You can now lease your own FOOSBALL
^
TABLE

Phone

247-0234
, " ' * • ,

For more information, write:JaM Enterprises
P.O. Box 44
Colchester, Ct. 06415

Richard Staron
prop.

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford
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Farmer's Market Brings Fresh Food to City
by Jon Zonderman
"The more you buy the more
you save." The man is not a
huckster, but a farmer, one of
about twenty who come to the Old
State House Green near Constitution Plaza every Wednesday
and Saturday to sell their produce,
fresh and cheap, to residents and
workers of Hartford.
Fresh produce has traditionally
been one of the harder commodities to find in the inner city.
An effort is currently underway
to bring more fresh, inexpensive
produce into the city of Hartford.
The Hartford Food System is a
loose conglomerate of social
groups, ranging from the staid
Knox Foundation to the activist
Connecticut Citizen Action
Group, which is currently working
to provide better produce for
Hartford citizens.
Together, these groups have
formed a potent force within local
politics, and begun to achieve
results within a relatively short
ttime.
Dwindling farmland in the
Northeast and the food problems of
inner city people have created an
unlikely coalition of farmers and
urban livers all through the Northeast in the past few years.
Within the last year, Greenmarkets
or Fanners' Markets have sprung
up in seven New York communities, four Boston communities, and on the Old State
House Green in Hartford.
The idea of a Farmer's Market
in Hartford began to be bandied
about in activist circles last fall,
and was a reality by July 19 of this'
past summer, when 11 vendors
rolled their produce laden trucks
onto the Old State House Green.

Now, about 20 farmers show up
each Wednesday and Saturday,
and residents are already waiting
when the trucks arrive for the ten
o'clock opening.
Sally Taylor of CCAG, who
oversees the operation, is quite
happy with the way things have
turned out so far.
"You should be there at lunch
hour on a Wednesday," she said in
a phone interview. "You can't get
near any of the stands."
Taylor is also pleased with the
diversity of people who come to
the market. 'I think it's benefiting
both city and suburban residents,
and that's good. Our primary goal,
of course, is to get more produce to
inner city residents, and we're very
pleased that it is reaching a lot of
them"
If one wants to buy the best,
one must arrive before noon,
especiaEy on Saturday, when there
is a steady flow of customers all
day. "By one or two, most farmers
are sold out," says Taylor.
The Constitution Plaza market
is the first of what the Hartford
Food System hopes will be many
markets in the city. "We haven't
decided yet if we would rather see
more markets with less farmers at
each, or less markets with more
farmers," Taylor says, "but we
would like to see at least three
more markets next year,"
In addition to the Farmer's
Market, the Food System has a 500
unit community garden, and 40
youth gardening training programs
which employed dozens of Hartford you|h, this past summer...
Planning is now underway to set
up a community canning center,
and several buying co-ops. Those
who are really far-sighted are

- -f»^

Bayer and seller view the prodoce at the fanner's market.
beginning to plan for a solar
greenhouse and alternative
marketing strategies for locally
grown produce.
Jack Hale, director of ConnPIRG, the state's chapter of the
Public Interest Research Group, a
nationwide organization, used the
group's last newsletter to solicit
help for the Food System. Hale and
ConnPIRG need volunteers for
many other programs as well, and
interested Trinity students are
advised to either call ConnPIRG or
get in touch with one of the campus
officers, listed in the bulletin

Connecticut Women Lauded
Columbia University led to bibliography, making the pamphlet
and
archive a good starting point for anyone
"When you put your hand to publications
collections
of
what
remained
of a interested in these women and
the plow, you can't put it down
their achievements.
until you get to the end of the row." dying language.
The pamphlet does not attempt
Appropriately enough, the
This statement by Alice Paul,
author of the forerunner to the to be a traditional history book, publication was presented to
proposed Equal Rights Amend- and that fact is in its favor. The Governor Ella Grasso at a special
ment, reflects the determination brief biographies are spirited yet ceremony honoring Women's
and power of those women whose retain a factual focus, thus happily Equality Day (Aug. 26) the ancontributions to society are avoiding any tendency toward niversary of the passage of the 19th
Amendment granting women the
celebrated in the new publication feminist verbosity. .
High school students illustrated right to vote.
Great Women In Connecticut
the booklet with black and white
Copies of Great Women In
History.
ink
drawings
depicting
the
women
Connecticut
History will be
The Permanent Commission on
available in the library and in the
the Status of Women published the and aspects of their careers.
Sources for additional in- Women's Center within the next
booklet which was funded by a
few weeks.
grant from The American formation are listed in the
Revolution Bicentennial Commission.
Written "for and about Connecticut women", the publication
honors the lives and contributions
of women in the fields of Industrial
programs are designed to give the
Reform, the Arts and Letters,
mother who is stuck at home with
Women's Reform, Education,
This fall, the Hartford Central the children a new outlet.
Business, and Politics.
YMCA is featuring an extensive
The senior citizen programs at
Among the women in the program effort to promote the the Y are designed to give Hartford
publication are Ann Petry, Black opening of its new building. In area elders something new to do
novelist and winner of the addition to its usual lineup of with their Saturdays.
Houghton
Mifflin
Literary physical fitness and education
The Y will also sponsor a series
Fellowship, Beatrice Fox Auer- programs, the Y will be offering a of lunches during September &
bach, President of G. Fox and large number of non-physical October for women. During the
Company and noted philan- fitness programs.
lunch, women will be treated to
thropist, Josephine Griffling,
films and speakers.
organizer and head of the
For those interested in all the
In an effort to inform the
Freedman's
Bureau,
an
Y's
events, two open houses will be
community
of
its
many
resources,
organization which aided Blacks
who fled to Washington D. C. after the Y has designed various held. Night classes wilt be inprograms to change the quality of troduced at an open house on
"the Emancipation.
Wednesday, September 19 all
Some of the women discussed life in the Hartford community.
during the day from 11:30 a.m. to
are famous and others are not.
9:30-p.m, Daytime programs will be
Two
of
the
new
programs
at
the
Fidelia Hoscutt Fielding (1827introduced at an open house on
1' Oo) was an Indian woman, last Y are particularly interesting. The Tuesday, September 26. The Y is
speaker of the Mohegan-Pequot Y will sponsor a series of located at 160 Jewel Street, in
language. Her friendship with an mother/child brunches, beginning .,dp,wjitgwn,H3r,tfqrd,5.03, , , ,
anthropology student ' 'from ' September"' «,• -at- ••9:3Q>-'These.

YMCA Fall Program

Bailey Johnstoa

Connecticut In Brief
Edited by Jon Zonderman

200 Homeless at UConn
Protesters have erected four tents and one tepee outside the
student union at the University of Connecticut at Storrs to
demonstrate against a lack of housing on campus and in the vicinity
of the school. About 200 students have been left without
accomodations-since classes started. Since the protest began last
Thursday, about 10 offers of rooms and apartments have come from
local residents.

Teachers Jailed in Bridgeport
Bridgeport teachers gathered Saturday to protest the jailing of
135 fellow teachers. The teachers, including 13 union leaders, are
being held at Camp Hartell in Windsor Locks. Air are charged with
violating a back to work order issued early last week. Teachers from
across the state gathered at Camp Hartell on Sunday to lend support
to the jailed strikers.

lawyers Advertise on TV
Vincent and Joseph Trantolo, who operate one of the state's
legal clinics, are currently negotiating to advertise on television.
The Trantolos have been advertising in newspapers since the State
Bar ruling last year allowing lawyers to advertise. Recently,
however, the two have been called on the carpet by the Hartford
County Bar for allegedly misleading the public by claiming to have
cheaper rates than any other lawyers for routine legal services and
for using direct mail advertising. Being cheap, however, is the point
of legal clinics, and being cheap necessitates a large volume. A
large volume necessitates advertising-

State Lottery Investigated
The State Police are investigating alleged improprieties in the
state lottery, according to the Hartford Courant. The Courant article
said that the investigation has been underway for some time and is
investigating the possibility of fixed drawings, including one in
which the daughter of a former gaming commission security chief
won a new car.

Killian Mauled by Grasso
Fightin' Bob Killian took it on the chin in tast Tuesday's primary
election. The Hartford politician who was Fighting for his political
life was mauled by Gov. Ella Grasso, who drew Democratic votes at
a more than 2 to 1 clip over Kiliian. Killian was beaten so badly that
he pulled majorities in only two of the state's 169 towns, Hartford
and West Hartford. Although generally considered a long-shot,
Killian's resounding defeat may have gone a long way to shore up
splits in the states dominant Democratic Party. Even though a small
turnout was expected to favour Killian, Grasso romped when only a
third of the registered Democrats showed up to cast their ballots.
Observers credited Grasso's victory to a reserve of good will left
over from her landslide 1974 victory, her conservative fiscal
practices, her handling of last winter's blizzard, and strong support
for her by traditional Democratic leaders and the state's labor
unions.
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Regarding Reports and Assessing Attitudes
The minority presence on campus which, in recent history,
has been a much discussed topic is once again in the news.
Reports issued this summer by two important College committees,
the Board of Fellows and the Institutional Priorities Council, have
treated the subject with the importance that it merits.
Both reports are concerned with the d-nlining minority
enrollment experienced at the College in recent .ears. They weave
a web of a College increasing in homogeneity and therefore losing
the advantages which would be had with a more diverse student
body.
The two reports are similar in their call for steps to be taken to
reverse this downward trend. They note that the problem is one for
students, faculty members and administrators, jointly, to try and
overcome.
While reports like these often identify specific problems, they

seldom can offer concrete solutions. That is, perhaps, because
solutions come from within us all. A report that prescribed a
specific solution might, in fact, be misleading us if it did not take
into account our actual behavior on campus.
For example, while a report calling for active recruitment of
minorities might sound good, it becomes less good if those
recruited minorities are not made to feel welcome into the College
community. It is less than fair to invite someone into your home
only to make him or her feel like an unwelcome guest.
In short, while reports are written urging action and
formulating steps, we are doomed to failure unless our actions are
as sincere as our words. All the black ink on all of the81/2 x 11 inch
paper will count for nothing unless each of us, individually and
collectively, carry ourselves so as to make the College a fun and
exciting place, not just for the few, but for the many.

South Africa at the Crossroads

Apartheid: Institutional Racial Oligarchy
by David Rosenblatt
NOTE: Many American colleges
and corporations have begun to
take a long, hard look at their
investment policies with regard to
companies which do business in
South Africa. In conjunction with
this effort, the following article
begins a five-part series on various
dimensions of the struggle in South
Africa. This series attempts to go

Over the Transom:
by Eric Grevstad
Good morning. Did you have a
nice weekend? I'm sorry i[ I missed
' any of you; I wasn't here for most
of it. I went home for Sunday
dinner with my family. How was
your Sunday? Did you get a lot of
studying done? Maybe you went
down to Ferris and watched the
insurance City Tennis Open. Uh
huh. The hell- you did. You all
stayed in your rooms and watched
Battlcstar Galactic a. What did you
think I went home for?
Of all the days on the calendar,
the worst time to begin a new
school year is right at the start of
the new fall television season. After
a couple of months of getting used
to new classes, we can spare more
time to watch television. Once
reruns begin on TV, we have more
time free to do homework. But, in
starting both at the same time—as

behind the divestment debate by
describing some of the conditions
and complexities which mark South
African society today.
On college campuses today, and
in other places where political,
economic, and moral ideas are
discussed, there is much debate
over the activity in a very distant
land—the Republic of South Africa.
The question of South Africa
remains an emotionally charged
issue. Heated discussion on South

Africa will continue as long as the
country is characterized by apartheid—the prevailing socio-eco
nomic system which uses skin color
to govern all facets of South African
daily life.
Separation and white domination, either informally or institutionally have characterized race
relations in South Africa for over
100 years. Today, however, South
African internal affairs stick out in

both education and television have
done for years—neither can get the
attention, it deserves. It isn't easy to
write a paper on Byzantine architecture, but it is hard to watch
Fantasy Island for an hour.
Also, television and education
could not a lot more for each other
by sharing the other's material. No
Trinity student would put down his
books to watch a show about a
bunch of doctors or an all-girl
submarine, but a "Big Event" on
"Behind the Scenes at Saga" might
be a hit.
Indeed, why stop there? A
network could fill its schedule with
shows about Trinity life alone. The
new fall lineup could look
something like this:
Chet's Chicks. Television's
crazeHor nubile, wet-bathing-suited
females goes beyond the bounds of
decency in this new comedy-

adventure series, featuring an
entire women's collegiate swimming team under the direction of a
mysterious coach known as
"Chet." The girls' antics at home
and on the road are combined with
up-to-date scripts and underwater
photography. Chet, unfortunately,
never appears on camera.
The Contractors. Futuristic
science-fiction, as a team of
building contractors (the fourth
generation) is shown completing
work on a multi-story brick
residential complex, although no
buildings are left nearby and
everyone has forgotten what it is to
be used for. A spin-off of last
season's hit about a young woman
bucking the system with guts and
compassion,
The
Housing
Director.
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Questions Posed
To the Editor:
, In last week's Tripod I read an
article that told us that "we're all
here because someone is paying for
• -us to have the chance to be
greedy," The article is an excellent
one and it makes a good point. But
this one line—taken out of context
—seems to reflect an underlying
theme here at Trinity,
I recently attended a meeting of
apolitical group on campus. Many
of the people there were more
interested in, and more knowledgable about, where their efforts
would get them rather than where
those efforts would get society.
We study the atrocities of the
past and say, "It can't happen
now." But it does, every day; our
world is covered not only with scars
but also with open wounds. Blacks
ate 'deprived of basic rights in
South AMca, Soviet dissidents are
•se&t Hfi .Sjfoeija and psychiatric
,;ward£,>if t h e W m goes to sleep
hutuay and in America, the people
in the cities eat dog food (the list
goes on).
. . .

cont. on page 9

Many at Trinity don't realize
how lucky we are, and those of us
who do often don't think about
what it means. To be lucky means
that someone else is. unlucky. It
means that while we complain
about our food, someone in India
(or New York City) has none to
complain about.
With this in mind, I think we
can come up with some questions
at least as pressing as how to get
into the best graduate school. Let's
try to answer some of them.
Sincerely,
Benjamin Abelow '81

Hillel Takes Off
To the Editor:
On Friday evening, September
.8, Trinity's Hillel chapter began
the year with a high spirited and
festive party. The beer and wine
that were served were accompanied by some fine music, but the.

the international arena like a sore
thumb. Today, apartheid cuts
across the grain of many current
international themes such as the
protection of human rights, the rise
of the Third World, and the
self-determination of nations. Despite growing world pressure for
change, the South African government has managed to maintain and
strengthen its seemingly anachronistic system.
What is apartheid and how does
it work? Perhaps the most useful
way to see apartheid is to view it as
a network of social, political, and
economic relationships based on
racial differences.
The South African government
recognizes four racial groups among its 22 million people. The
racial groups break down into the
following percentages: Blacks
70%, White 17%, Coloureds (racialy mixed people) 9%, and Asians
3%. From these classifications the
government has constructed a
racial oligarchy, granting each
group different political rights,
living areas, and employment
opportunities.
One of the most striking
fesatures of apartheid is the
physical separation of the races.

Although whites consititue only
17% of the population, they live on
83% of the land. That83% includes
ail the major cities in addition to
the precious diamond and gold-rich
mineral lands of the interior
provinces. The designated white
areas abound in economic opportunity. High paying jobs are readily
available, and white poverty is

rare.
Black South Africans, who
compose 70% of the population,
have been placed on 13% of land.
These African "homelands" or
Bantustans, as they are commonly
called, are situated in virtual
graveyard areas. These land areas
are barren, undeveloped sections
lacking in mineral resources And
arable land. The ruling Nationalist
Party encourages blacks to develop
their Bantustans. Without skilled
labor, raw materials, foreign investment, or central market areas,
however, the Bantustans remain
unable to provide for the millions of
blacks they must support. The'
majority of blacks in the Bantustans are living at or below
subsistence levels.
Despite the geographic separation, there is some interaction
cont. on page 9
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good vibes were provided by the
people.
The students came from all
facets of Trinity life. They were
freshmen and seniors, Jews and
non-Jews, and all brought a vigor
and a pace to the party that has, to
this day, been a missing element at
Trinity parties.
Newly elected president Bruce
Feinberg delivered a decisive
opening speech in which he
proclaimed a modification of Hillel's policies so as to include more
social events. He announced a
camp retreat trip scheduled for
September 22-24 (All interested
students should contact Bruce.)
Other upcoming events include a
jazz band to play on Parents
Weekend, and more parties.
Friday night services will, of
course, continue to be held at
sunset in the Hillel House.
The time is ripe for change.
Come be a part of Hillel.
Sincerely,
Jeff Cooky'80
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Saturday The TRIPOD offices are located in Jackson Hall
Basement. Office hours: Saturday, 3-5 P.M., Sunday from 3 P.M.
Telephone 246-1829 or 527-315J, ext. 252. Mailing address: Box
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McCowen Opens Thunderous Theatre Season
by Fan! Christensen
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Just who is in a play can
perhaps determine the success or
failure of it more than any other
element. Bad or miscast actors can
turn the world's best scripts into
debacles: the audience squirms
with discomfort in their seats
trying to summon up whatever it
takes to walk out. True, there is
often little an actor can do to
salvage a really wretched piece of
writing , but good actors can turn
mediocre scripts into worthwhile
evenings of theatre. A good script
with good acting can be magical in
its power.
This semester at Trinity will
begin with thunder, holy thunder.
And it is just this question of whom
we are watching that makes this
event so significant. On Saturday,
September 30 at 8 p.m. in the
Goodwin Theatre , Alec McCowen
will present The Gospel According
to St. Mark. It is just that, But Mr.
McCowen does not approach this
book from the King James version
of the New Testament as one would
expect; he is a performer, not a
preacher. Mr. McCowen, who was
the psychiatrist in. the original
London production of Equus and
who played the title role in Hadrian

VII on Broadway, uses his voice
and his actor's sense of what is
happening to the people in the
story to bring it alive. He teEs the
story, or the 'Good News', if you
will, as if he were there.
This remarkably simple
production has had rave performances in Britain and will be
produced for television by Warner
Brothers.
Mr. McCowen is
currently touring the U.S. Tickets
are left only for the Saturday night
performance. Boy, will you feel
like a clone if you miss this one.
With the two Theatre Arts
Department shows for this
semester now cast.the questions of
who is in them and why deserve
some consideration.
On Wednesday, September 6
and Thursday, September -7 and
then again on Monday, September
11 and Tuesday, September 12,
George E. Nichols III, the
director of The Baechae, and
Roger Shoemaker, the director of
Hedda Gabler, watched and
listened to actors read from the two
scripts. They went through that
special agony peculiar to all
directors, trying to find actors who
will bring then* plays to life. As

Roger-Shoemaker says, "Casting is
about 75% of the outcome," In
addition to making decisions about
all criteria that they have been
comtemplating since they chose
their plays, they wanted to cast as
many people as possible. After all,
that is what theatre at Trinity is
about, giving students theatre
experience,
• The auditioners went through
an agony of their own. The
directors were judging them, and it
is hard not to take the whole thing
personally. The thoughts surely
ranged from the pessimistic side of
pessimism ("Why am I wasting my
time here, I'll never get cast? I
could be out partying.") to the
pessimistic side of optimism
("What if they give me two leading
roles? I'll never pass my courses.")
In the past, each play here has
been auditioned separately, but
Professors Nichols and Shoemaker
decided to try casting both of this
semester's shows together. They
felt that this might provide several
advantages. Firstly, they could
confer with each other while
drawing up possible casts and thus
use as many people as possible.
Secondly, they might get a larger
casting pool as, early in the
semester, people have not begun
heaping commitments upon
themselves. Thirdly, the students
would know from the start how
their theatre involvement would
affect scheduling the rest of their
semester.

The'first of these
shows to be produced will be The
Baechae, by Euripides, on
November 2, 3, 4 at 8 p.m. and
November 5 at 2 p.m. As George
Nichols says, "The doing of a
Greek play is new to all of us. It
presents new problems, such as
choral speaking and choreographed
movement." The Chorus of ten
women has already begun their
work.
"Accepting the challenges of the
leading roles are: David Gurliacci
'82 as the god Dionysus and Henk
Bouhuys '79 as the rash, irreverent
King Pentheus. Playing the role of
Agave, Pentheus' mother, will be
Amelia Silvestri, an employee of
the. college. Director Nichols felt
that none of the student actors as
yet had the 'character' ability to do
the part. Ms. Silvestri has been an
honorary Jester for many years,
appearing in such plays as Hamlet
and Mother Courage.
George Nichols believes that:
'The play is not one of the great
tragedies. It has special, I hate the
word, 'relevance' to today because
it represents the 'law and order'
man against the 'irrational' man.
The 'law and order' man is
punished for failing to see the
'whole' man, dark as well as light."
The production should pose some
interesting questions to each of us.
Then, on December 7,8,9 at 8
p.m. and December 10 at 2 p.m.,
Hedda Gabler, by Henriklbsen,
will be presented. This is a very
Both directors are very pleased powerful play happening in a very
with their casts. Professor Nichols specific world. As director Roger
is very proud of the broad range of Shoemaker says, "These are real
students involved, and especially of people, not caricatures." He hopes
the number of freshmen. This that his cast will work together as
bodes well for the future of theatre an ensemble and bring a sharply
at Trinity.

defined sense of style to tl
characters.
Playing the title role will be a
guest artist, yet to be chosen. Mr.
Shoemaker is looking for a
professional actress who can work
in an ensemble atmosphere, who
can teach master classes to Trinity
students, and who, on top of this,
can do the role of "Hedda: well.
This guest artist will be here for the
benefit of the students, those who
are in the play, those who see it,
and those who take the master
classes.
The students in this play are:
John Thompson '81 as George
Tesman, Hedda's husband; Janet
Weakley '80 as Juliana Tesman.
George's aunt; Kathy Dorsey '80 as
Thea Elvsted, a woman who has
left her husband; Michael
Countryman '80 as Judge Brack, a
firend of Hedda's; Ian MacNeil '80
as Eilert Lovborg, a former lover of
Hedda's; and Jill Steidl '81 as Berta.
the Tesman's maid. All of the roles
are completely drawn and
developed.
On top of these events, the
National Theater Institute will
bring their show here on December
12 at 8 p.m. They're always up to
something new. It should be an
exciting evening watching these
young theatre talents explore their
own capabilities.
The low-down is this-—there is
no lack of theatre at Trinity. You
can see a professional on the brink
of great fame or you can see the
guy down the hall right up there on
slage.
There are two primary elements
that make theatre: actors and
an audience.
We've cast
the actors.

Musical Duo Shines
by Lynn Susman

Patrick [1.] and Heather McDermott bump bans daring a recent
rehearsal for their performance fa the Anstin Arts Center this
Saturday night. The Two McDennotts combine with Michael Barber
to form the Cartoon Opera Minstrel Theatre Tronpe.

Cartoon Opera Performs

V).

Mime, dance, and musical
performance will come together on
September 23 at 8:00 p.m. when
the Cartoon Opera Minstrel
Theatre appears in the Austin Arts
Center of Trinity College.
General admission for the performance will be $4.00.
The Cartoon Opera is a group
of performing artists, Heather
McDermott, Patrick McDermott,
and Michael Barber, who combine
mime and dance movement and
live music to create a repertoire of
performance pieces based on
ancient and original tales from East
and West. Their material comes
from sources ranging from a
Chinese poem written in 300 B.C.
to astronaut Russell Scfaweickart's

experience in orbit, and from a
Scottish ballad to an original jazz
composition.
The performers are equally
talented in dance, music, and
theatre. Heather McDermott has
studied dance with Alwin Nikolais,
while Patrick McDermott has
appeared in the films "Joe" and
"The French Connection" and OffBroadway. Michael Barber is a
composer and instrumentalist on
electric bass, guitar, piano, and
synthesizer. Working together as
the Cartoon Opera since 1973, they
have appeared at colleges,
theatres, and children's theatres
throughout the Eastern United
States.
cont.onpage8

The Friday eveinng series
opened with Robert Schumann's
Drei Romanzen, for flute and
piano. The Romances are
representative of the Romantic
period and are full sounding,
flowing pieces. The emotional
nature of the composition was
effectively expressed by Kirk and
Moshell, though problems with
synchronization and the flautist's
tone made this only a mediocre
concert beginning. Three Preludes
For Unaccompanied Flute, by
Robert Muczyinski, provided a
total contrast to the Schumann.
The Preludes represented the most
modern (1968) selections on the
program. The performance of solo
flute music is difficult for two
reasons. Firstly, its melodic quality
can easily sound naked without
shape and supporting harmony.
Secondly, one is not accustomed to
hearing solo flute compositions.
John Kirk succumbed to neither
problem. His performance of the
Preludes was energetic and impressive. Playing the second prelude, Andante Molto, Kirk demonstrated exceptional talent. The first
half of the concert came to a close
with Bach's Sonata in B Minor for
flute and piano. Bach's Sonata is
the one piece of traditional flute
music on the program. Though one
of Bach's more famous sonatas, its
structure was somewhat harmonically annoying in comparison
to the contemporary pieces. The
last movement, however, was
particularly enjoyable and proved
to be'a good conclusion to the first
half of the concert.

The confrontation between
Leon Spinks and Muhammed AH
was not the only two-roan cultural
event last Friday night. While the
more aggressive 6f the Trinity
community turned on the tube to
vicariously experience the thrill of
a fight, others gathered around the
ring in Austin Arts center for the
real excitement: the debut of the
Music Department's Friday
Evening Concernt Series, "Solos
and Duos for Flute and Piano."
The premier of the Friday
evening series featured John Kirk,
flute, and Gerald Moshell, piano.
John Kirk is a freelance flautist in
Boston, and Gerry Moshell is an
instructor in the Trinity Music
Program. As the title of the concert
suggests, the concert featured
various solos and duos from flute
and piano literature. Though much
of flute music is Baroque and
sounds alike, this program did not
suffer from lack of variety or
originality. This problem was
resolved by the performance of
music from the nineteenth and
twentieth .centuries. The contemporary selections, though
questionably organized, presented
a myriad of music, stimulating the
average or skilled listener.
Though one might be initially
turned off by a program of contemporary music, the debut was a
success because of its power to
transform the Beethoven fan into a
Hindemith fan as well. In fact, one
must attend the Friday night series
with an open mind since the
Beginning with Berg's Sonata hi
musical quality and diversity is the
B
Minor,
for solo piano, the second
forte of the program. One thing is
half
of
the
program lacked the
for sure; you will never be bored.
logical progression of the first half.

This piece, composed in 1908, is
exemplary of the link between the
romantic and contemporary styles.
This Sonata presented many ideas
in one movement. The performance
was not as polished or brillant in
comparison to the other modern
compositions, Debussy's Syrinx for
solo flute followed the Sonata. As a
romantic piece, the Debussy
provided light relief sandwiched
between two heavy modern
compositions. The finale, Hindemith's SonaCa For Flute and
Piano, was without question, the
best piece of the program. The
Sonata is contemporary but not
cacophonous. The performance of
Hindemith's Sonata even made the
avid Hindemith-hater reform.
Moshell and Kirk performed best
as a duo during this piece.
Dynamically, technically, and
rhythmically they complemented
each other and produced one
sound. This contemporary piece
held the listener on the edge of his
seat. The Hindemith was undoubtedly the highlight of the
Friday Evening Concert.
The evening was atypical from
start to finish; from musical
selections to dessert. The evening's program was followed by a
"Sara Lee" reception in Germany
Hall. (The Sara Lee cakes are Mr.
Moshell's favorites) The creativity
and originality of these concerts is
their strongest feature. The next
concert of the series will be
October 6, featuring Barbara
Westphal and William Rothstein
performing "Nineteenth and
Twentieth Century Music For
Violin and Piano." If last Friday's
performance was any indication of
what is to come, the October 6
concert is to be eagerly awaited,
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Arts Calendar

Mofe Arts
Review States Aims

New England Repertory Theatre, the Worcester-based theatre
company, has announced its 1978-79 season. American Buffalo by
David Mamet will open the season on September 23. For more
information call 617-798-8685
The Goodspeed Opera House musical Whoopee is being
extended and moved to the Ivorytown Playhouse in Ivorytown and
will reopen on Friday, September 22.
Now playing at the Goodspeed Opera House in East Haddam,
She Loves Me: call 873-8668 for tickets.
The Yale Repertory Theatre has announced its 1978-79 season.
The first production of the season will be the American premier of
Odon Von Horvath's Tales From The Vienna Woods, which will
open September 29, with a preview on September 28.
September 19-23: Central Connecticut State College presents
"An Inspector Calls". College Theatre, New Britain. 8 p.m. for
further info, call 827-7382.
The Peabody Award-winnng "Live From The Met" series will
preimiere its 1978-79 season on Monday, September 25, with a
performance of "Otello," Verdi's masterpiece of love and jealousy.
The telecast will be simulcast in stereo on Connecticut Public Radio,
90.5 FM.
The visual media of film and television are uniquely combined to
explore filmmaking as an art when "Cinematic Eye" premieres
Saturday, Sept. 23 at 10 a.m. on Connecticut Public Television. The
first film of the series will be Alf Sjorberg's "Torment," (1944,
Sweden)
•
A virtuoso solo performance by noted British actor Alec
McCowen of "St. Mark's Gospel" will be held at Trinity College's
Austin Arts Center on Saturday, September 30 and Sunday, October
1 at 8:00 p.m.

Music
September 21: Hartford Chamber Orchestra, Daniel Parker,
conductor; Guest artist, Mary .Ellen Jacobs. Works by Tippet,
Mozart, Bloc, Dvorak; Bushnell Memorial Hall, Hartford, 8:00 p.m.
(247-6042).
September 29: University of Connecticut New England String
Quartet. Guest artist, clarinetist Thomas Ridenour. Works by
Mozart, Walton, and Carl Maria von Weber will be performed.
"Live From Lincoln Center", the multi-award-winning series of
live telecasts of the performing arts, will begin its season on
Wednesday, Sept. 20 at8:30 p.m. on CPTV, and simulcast in stereo
on Connecticut Public Radio, 90.5 FM. The program, featuring
. guest attist, pianist Rudolf Serkin, wiU include Wagner' s '' Rienzi''
Overture, excerpts from Prokofiev's "Romeo and Juliet," and
Beethoven's Piano Concerto no. 5, "Emporer."
Hartt College of Music, University of Hartford, West Hartford.
Millard Auditorium, 8:00 p.m. (243-4421) Sept. 25-David Wells,
cello and Anne Chamberlain, piano.
Sept. 27.- "Coffee Concert", featuring the Roundhouse Revue,
sponsored by Peace Train, Hartford Public Library, Main St.,
Hartford. 12 noon -1 p.m. (525-9121)
Dance
September 23 - Austin Arts Center at 8:00 p.m.: The Cartoon
Opera Minstrel Theatre. A fusion of mime, dance movement and
live music create a repertoire of performance pieces based on
ancient and original tales from East and West.
There will be an evening of India, featuring Classical Dances of
India by Maya Kulkarni, a dancer of international repute. Also an.
Indian Women's Fashion Show, and a sale of Indian smacks.
Saturday, Sept. 30, 1978 (7:30 p.m.) at the Hartford Insurance
Group Auditorium, 690 Asylum Avenue, Hartford. Tickets $10 and
$5, students $4. Proceeds will go to help schools and children in
India. Sponsored by V.S.E.I. (Volunteers in Service to Education in
india) Call 649-9122 or 623-7354 for further information. .
Lectures
In his first television'interview, Earl Warren talks abut his own
interpretation of "The Warren Years", Firday Sept. 29 at 10 p.m.
on Connecticut Public Television.
On the evening of September 21st at 7:30 p.m. the Asylum Hill
Artists Cooperative invites you to Artworks Gallery, 94 Allyn Street,
Hartford, to participate in a discussion workshop on creativity.This
workshop is entitled, "The Creative Process: Inspiration or
Perspiration."
Film: "Georgia O'Keefe". Hosted by Asylum Hill Artists
Cooperative. ARTWORKS Gallery, 94 Allyn St., Hartford. 7:30
p.m. (525-7506) The second lecture in a series of three will be given
September 20 at 8 p.m. in Austin Arts Center. Guest speaker Peter
Furst will continue the discussion on Maya art.

Feed R.A.T.
Recycling At Trinity
wants your newspapers
Please put them in the large
[green bin outside Mather Hall
Thanx for your help

The Trinity Review is a
student organization whose
expressed
aim is the
publication of works by the
community's
undergraduate
literary and artistic talents. In
actuality, we also stretch a
feeble tendril beyond the
confinements of Trinity life
and values in hopes that our
semester magazine will enliven
the perceptions of a reading
public. But it is pretentious to
consider this magazine influential or important in dayto-day life. Similarly it is
ignorant to deny a publication
the potential to affect some
sort of reader enrichment. In
the belief that art reflects a
fragment of its culture, this
semester's Review casts a selfconscious glance at itself in a
theoretical and practical
examination
of
artistic
espression. In our desire to
provide
a
progressive
literary/ arts magazine, we
encourage the submission of
essays concerning art, along
with the characteristic influx
of expression: poetry, fiction,
photography, drawings, etc.
Please direct all inquiries and
submissions to the Trinity
Review, P. O. Box 4000.

Newest Pipes Selected
On Sunday evening, September
Auditions were held for two
10, .the I Trinity Pipes gave their consecutive nights. This year's
annual "freshman show" in Hamlin bumper crop of fresh, young talent
Hall to a capacity crowd. The Pipes yielded three new voices for the
would like to extend their ap- 19784979 Pipes. New members are :
preciation and thanks to all of
those who came to listen, and to all Margy Evans '82, Deanna Lund '82,
who subsequently tried out. and Eleanor Wenner '81. They join
Singing with this year's veterans old members: Kim Strongin,
were graduate Pipes Doug Thorn Musical Director; Andy Storch,
and Margy Campbell, and inactive Treasurer; Tom Johnson, Athletic
Pipes Anne Fairbanks, Paul Advisor; Pat Latorre, Medical
• Orlando, and Rosie Whitney, who Specialist; Chris Hillyer, Backup
will be vacationing amongst close Guitarist; Nick Noble, Party
harmonies and major seventh Chairman; and Madison Reilly,
Consultant.
chords this year in Philadelphia. Psychological

Cartoon Opera
cont. from page 7
fortune, fate, and form.
Through songs and animations,
In addition to their evening
or kinetic pictures in space, the performance, Heather and Patrick
Cartoon Opera's total-but-simple McDermott will conduct a master
art of story-telling transforms class in mime and dance movement
minstrelsy and mime into a new, on September 23 at. 11:00 a.m.
medium with a style of its own, or Enrollment in the class will be
mimsy. Their living cartoons limited. For information about
present new stories and adap- either the Cartoon Opera pertations of Zen koans, Sufi stories, formance or master class, contact
and other timeless tales which the Austin Arts Center at 527)3151,
feature the unpredictable twists of extension 250.1
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Announcements
Film Series
The film series. Ascent of Man,
by Jacob Bronowski will be shown
on Wednesdays at 8:30 a.m. and
Thursdays at 4:00 p.m. This week
will feature "The Grain in the
Stone."

be sponsoring two events this
weekend. On Saturday, Sept. 23rd,
there will be a canoe trip on the
Housastonic River, and on Sunday,
Sept. 24th, there will be a day hike
to Mt. Prospect. The public is
invited to attend.

submissions of poetry, fiction, art,
etcetera for this semester's publication. If you are interested in
either submitting works or working
on the staff, please direct either
your works or a note c/o Trinity
Review, Box 4000.

Israeli Dancing

Trinity Review

nights in the Washington Room, period will follow the teaching. No
Mather Campus Center, at 7:30, partners or experience necessary.
beginning Sept. 2 1 . A request Come and enjoy yourself!

Calendar
Tuesday, Sept.19

Thursday, Sept. 2 1

Tuesday, Sept. 19th, 8:00 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 21st, 8:00 p.mf
in Wean Lounge the World Affairs Wean Lounge, Organizational
The Trinity Review literary/arts
Israeli folk dancing will be
Assoication will hold a meeting. meeting for current and pros-J
The Trinity Outing Program will
magazine is presently accepting taught this semester on Thursday
Plans for debates, films, and U.N. pective Urban & Environmental
model conferences will be dis-majors.
cussed. Professor Gastman will be
the guest speaker. All interested
Thursday, Sept. 21st," 7:30|
cont. from page 6
students are welcome to attend.
White $4,740, Black $285.
p.m.,
Wean Lounge, the Trinity]
Africa remain lily-white. Black
among the races. White South
Tuesday, Sept. 19, 3:00 P.M., Folk Society will hold its firsi
Education expenditure per pupil
urban
workers
are
prescribed
by
Africans find themselves in the
Alumni Lounge, the Spanish Quo meeting. The purpose of the FolkJ
White4159., Black $18.
law to live in black "townships",
position of owning virtually all
will hold its first meeting of the Society is to add variety to th<
Infant mortality per 1000 births
such as Soweto, which surround
industry in the country without
year. The budget, organization and somewhat narrow range of music
White 27, Black 200.
the white industrial centers. Blacks
sufficient white manpower. The
In its most favorable and benign activities of the club will be available to the Trinity campus.
are
permitted
to
enter
the
cities
to
economics of apartheid, therefore,
light, apartheid means "separate discussed.
work, however, they must retrun to
has necessitated some intermindevelopment". In theory, the white
the
Black
ghetto
at
the
end
of
the
gling of blacks and whites. For
work day. All black workers are" Nationalist Party defends the sepdecades now, white industrialists
aration of the races, calling it a Wednesday, Sept. 20th, 7:30 p.m.,
Saturday, Sept. 23rd, 8 p.m.
issued a government pass which
have employed non-whites to work
practical
way
of
dealing
with
racial
McCook
Auditorium, Nancy D.
Goodwin
Lounge,
Trinity
Christian
enables them to enter the city.
in their businesses. Although the
diversity within a country. White Fellowship meeting.
Joyner, Vice President of the
These passes must be carried at all
trend is shifting somewhat, traditheorize that the intermingling of
American Association of University
times. Violators of the pass laws
tionally, non-whites have been
the races will not permit peaceful Wednesday, Sept. 20th, 7:00 p.m., Women, will present a lecture
(and there are thousands every
hired for unskilled, low paying jobs
day) are subject to arrest and co-existence. The Bantustans, ar- Washington Room, Big Brothers & entitled "ERA-What Happened?'
while the higher paying skilled and
gue the whites, allow blacks to Big Sisters Introductory Meeting.
The lecture is sponsored by the
prosecution.
management positions have been
develop at their own pace in
Women's Center.
Today, the South African econreserved for whites.
accordance with the distinct capaMillions of blacks have come omy is highly dependent upon the bilities of their own race.
African worker. Non-whites comfrom the Bantustans and neighborIt is clear that this philosophical
ing black countries to work in the pose 90% of the labor force in justification is exceedingly shallow.
cont. from page 6
mining,
58%
in
manufacturing,
white cities. This migratory labor
D r . Lockwood Builds His
next door to a laundry room.
In
practice,
the
Nationalists
have
system is highly advantageous to and 80% in agriculture. Despite severely handicapped Bantustan Dream House. A shy, unassuming , Meetings are held Tuesday nights,
white South African businessmen. the crucial role which they play in
opposite The Paper Chase.
development from the outset by college president moves into a
The system provides them with a the economy, blacks have enjoyed crowding blacks onto the most bold, dominating new house in this
steady pool of labor. Because of the very little of the fruits of economic worthless land in the country. In gentle comedy. In the first 13
growth and development (in the
poor economic conditions in the
episodes of th« series, Dr. Lock1960's only -the Japanese economy the meantime, whites have welcont. Cram page 3
Bantustans and in neighboring
wood tries to find out why the
grew at a faster rate). The comed and in fact become depentoward cultural events, which she
countries, die demand for these
following figures are not complete- dent upon black workers exiting builders took a striking two-tone
says are an important, part of
jobs is high. As a result, the wage
ly up to date; however, they do from the Bantustans. Millions of brick design and painted the whole
developing students into wellbill of white industrialist is ex- describe the relative socio-econom- Africans, frustrated by the meager thing white. Star Wars special
tremely low and profit margins are conditions of blacks and whites as chances for employment on theeffects director John Dykstra stars rounded adults.
Bantustans, have been forced to as "The Architect."
Overall, Mrs. Jackson stressed
boosted.
they have existed for decades.
the importance of a more diverse
Despite the influx of millions of
Average per capita income (1968) forsake "homeland" development
Security 264 Hard-hitting student body and wants to see
blacks into urban areas, blacks are White $3,144, Black $117.
for the chance to squeeze out a
campus action, with a tough
still not permitted to participate in
living
in
the
white
cities.
more commitment on the part of
Average wage in mining (1968)
security team trying to protect a the students, - the faculty and the
white society. The cities of South
As white South Africans have
bunch of people who leave doors administration towards improving
tried to justify it, apartheid and
open, break combination locks, Trinity.
separate development may sound
empty fire extinguishers, and then
"Diversity of a student body is
like a logical, benign idealogy. In
threaten to sue if anything hap- an advantage to an institution
reality, however, the notion of the
pens. Lots of laughs in the first
especially one of Trinity's reputatwo races naturally progressing
episode, as the security diretctor
tion, " she said.
and flourishing alongside each
changes all the outside comother is indeed a far-fetched
binations and traps the students in
illusion.
their dormitories.
Another important aspect of
Tripe. A combination of Lou
South African society to consider is
Grant, M-A-S-H, and Animal
the way in which the South African
House is the recipe for hilarious
government has enforced apartcomedy as a harried editor, his
heid. The next article in this series
crusty assistant, a cane-swinging
will deal with the South African
sportswriter, and some off-the-wall
police state and the question of
reporters join to put out the only
justice in South Africa.
major American weekly produced

TOP Events

Institutional Racism

Wednesday, Sept. 20

Saturday, Sept. 23

Fall T.V.

New Dean

NO TAUNT ???
So you think you can't write, draw, or take pictures?
Well, let us be the judge of that. The 1979 IVY is in its
first stages and help is needed.

i

I

PHONB S47-OZ63

P.J. O'Rouke and Doug Kenney had to get their
ideas somewhere.

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS

£ jOHN

KAPLAN

0R6ANS1ATI0N MEETING ON SEPT. 21
AT 7:10 IN THE I W OFFICE

«:::¥:«:mK^^

;•:•

W. DULKA, PROP.

219 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD. CONN,

(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap)

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Educational Center

call Dqn Evening! * Weekend!

1

101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven, ct. 06511
789-H69
800 Silver Lane
East Hartford, Ct. 0611?
568-7W7
For Information MioutOttiet Centers
In Major US Cities & Abroad
OutsWe NY State
CML TOLL FREE: 000423-1782
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More Sports
Women In Athletics: A Medical Perspective
by Dr. Joseph R. Martire, M.D.
This Tripod report ts a condensation of a three-part seriesBeprintedT courtesy of the BaltlsSun.
The battleground for female
athletics is slowly moving from the
court room to the playing field.
Federal legislation (Title IX Regulation) and many state court
decisions have bean passed supporting equality in sports.
Brenda Fasteau, a lawyer with
the Women's Rights Project, writes
about the legal and sociological
aspects of the problem:
"There are encouraging signs
that participation in sports is
becoming important to women of
all ages. Women are beginning to
demand their rights as athletes.
The courts are acknowledging that
women have been discriminated
against in terms of participation in
athletics.
"Psychological pressure on
women and young girls encourages
them to stay away from sports.
Women simply don't know how ia
use their bodies and how to develop
their athletic potential. They must
be given an opportunity for skill
development equal to that of
men."
Out of this controversy arose
these questions:
Are female athletes physically
inferior to male athletes?
Can women attain levels of
athletic achievement similar to
men's?
Interestingly, male and female
motor skills and ability are equal up
to the 10-12 year old level. After
that males improve more rapidly in
all aspects.
Much of this is due to hormonal
differences, but in the past the lack
of female athletic involvement
during adolescence only served to
accenuate the male/female per-

formance gap.
Dr. Jack Wilmore, Professor of
Physical Education at the University of Arizona, writes about the
differences with regard to body
build, strength, and endurance:
Body Build- Women on the
average are five inches shorter and
forty pounds lighter. The female
pelvis is wider, allowing better
balance and stability, but a more
awkward running gate, than males-.'"
Strength - Women are 25%50% weaker than men when tested
for absolute strength. This is
reduced 5% when all fat content is
excluded and only lean body weight
is measured. The muscle quality of
men and women is therefore almost
equal on a pound for pound basis,
but men have the advantage
because of size and bulk. Women,
then, should benefit from training.
One study showed that non-athlete
females increased their absolute
strength by 30% after only ten
weeks of weight training.
Endurance - Men have about
25% greater cardiovascular endurance than women. As women
become more involved in sophisticated training regimens, however,
this endurance gap will narrow.
Dr. Wilmore notes also that in
many sports the world record
difference for men and women is
getting narrower and narrower.
Respectable Olympic times for
male swimmers back in the nineteen-rweenties wouldn't even qualify a woman for international
competition in 1978.
Dr. Wilmore concludes:
. '' Cultural and social restrictions
may limit the female athlete more
than biological differences.
"There is little reason to
advocate different training programs on the basis of sex, since
their needs are identical."
Now additional questions must
be answered:
• •
What are the effects of training

Mm and Women
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on the female athlete?
injury rates vary in major women's
Are women's injuries similar in sports: basketball 30%, field hoctype and frequency to those of key 24%, volley ball 19%, Lacrosse
men?
9%. Most injuries were sprains and
Recent evidence suggests that bruises of . various muscles and
some women athletes suffer from joints, though bone fractures and
gynecologic problems. Strenuous dislocations were also reported in
exercise in long distance and such sprots as basketball, field
marathon runners is suspected of hockey, volleyball, and gynmastics.
delaying the onset of menstration
Marge Albohn, head women's
in adolescents, and causing irregu- trainer at Indiana University, adds
lar or long spells of absent this observation:
reproductive cycles in late teens or
"Injury to the female reproductwenties.
tive organs does not appear to be
What causes this problem?
common because they are quite
Women have a body composed well protected. Specific injuries to
of 25% fat,^a opposed to 15% for the chest area are not apparent,
men. This is a combination of and data does not suggest a need
hormonal influence with more soft for additional protection there."
tissue bulk than men. Women in
Dr. Christine Haycock, Assocstrenuous distance training de- iate Professor of Surgery at the
crease their body weight, including New Jersey College of Meicine,
diminishing fat content to below feels that the injury rate should not
15%. These changes may also alter discourage present or future fethe delicate hormone balance. male athletes: "Once the knowStudies now in progress reveal that ledge of pre-training is established
this is not a permanent difficulty, by early participation with proper
that most females return to a coaches and trainers, these injuries
normal cycle and can achieve will be reduced in numbers.
pregnancy when training stops and Women should be encourage to
normal weight is regained. Ob- •participate in sports for both
viously more research is needed, physical and psychological reasince preliminary numbers studied sons."
are too small for final conclusions.
There is a legal and medical
Since women ,do not compete controversy about allowing females
in all sports it is difficult to to participate on men's teams or in
compare male-female injury rates. contact sports, while most female
Haycock and Gillette conducted a athletes want "separate but equal"
large survey of 361 high schools opportunity, some advocates want
and colleges: "Injuries sustained a chance to play on all men's
by female athletes, aside from teams.
those related to different biological
Many tennis, swimming, gymstructures, were essentially no nastic, and track teams have highly
different than those of men."
integrated men's and women's
Out of 125 trainers questioned programs. In some instances outonly 4 felt that women were injury standing women compete on men's
prone. Rather they felt that as teams in swimming and tennis.
women athletes get more coaching Gymnastics "and track have dual
and chance to improve their skills, Olympic-type competition.
these injury rates eill naturally
But what about contact sports?
decrease. Until then injury rates, Are women capable of playing on
however, may rise, as more men's teams?
inexperienced women1 get involved
Are women at greater risk for
in sports.
._ . :
injury in contact sports?
Another large survey found that

Eat In

What will happen to women's
programs if their best athletes
abandon them?
Women's Rights lawyer Fasteau is concerned that battles won
in court are not now lost on the
playing field. "I am in favor of
seperate programs for males and
females, as long as the programs
really are equal. We need to insure
not only that sufficient money will
be spent on such a system, but that
such a system will generate enough
enthusiasm to support and perpetuate itself."
She warns: "When we start
taking the exceptional woman
athletes on to male teams, then
women's teams will still lack the
attention, facilities, and money
they should get."
Women should be able to play
in contact sports with other women,
asserts Dr. Christine Haycock;
where there has been properly
made protective equipment, equal
in quality to men's equipment, but
made for women.
Connie Fulton, coordinator of
Female Athletics at the Cincinnatti
Sports Medicine Institute, feels
that women should undertake
strength programs not to battle
men, but as part of overall female
training programs.
Her advice to women athletes
and coaches:
"I would rather see women
competing with women. The word
'athlete' does not mean male- or
female. The athlete is the person
who competes. From the areas we
have looked at we know that
women can compete. Programs for
female athletes have come a long
way, but there is much to be done
before we know what is their
potential."
Dr. Martire is a Trinity graduate,
Class of '64, and serves as medical
consultant to both the Colts and the
Orioles in Baltimore.

Take Out
10% OFF with Trinity I.D.

Cheerleaders Are Eligible
For A Varsity Letter Award
Organizational Meeting
Sept. 20 • Wednesday - 8:30 P.M.
Tanslll Room, Ferris Athletic Center
The Athletic Department hopes to have a talented, responsible, and
well-organized coed cheerleading squad this year, that will inspire
our teams and generate enthusiasm amongst our spectators students, faculty, alumni and friends, alike. If you feel you would
enjoy this experience, please come. No cheerleading experience is
necessary.
For further information phone Barbara Zyla, Cheerleading
Advisory Council, Athletic Office - Ext. 285.

Daily
lasagna

Specials
Mousaka
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Trinity Prefers...

THE CORNER TAP
CAFE
Happy Hour

11-4 P.M.

New Britain Ave.

527-7764
Mon.-Sat. 11 am - 1 2 pm
Sundays 12 am - 1 1 pm
PHONE

NICK DIKEGORQS, PROP297V2 Washinton St.
Hartford, Ct.
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More Sports
Sports Scene From The Summit

JV Football Looking Good
by Nancy Lucas
Sluggish at first, the Trinity
Junior Varsity Football team came
on in the end to perform admirably
in a scrimmage against WilbrahamMonson last Saturday. As the team
had never played together before,
this good showing is to be commended.
The offense was led by that wily
veteran, Paul Romano, who ran a
very effective passing attack, with
recei ers Ben Baron, and John
Braskamp making some outstanding catches. Braskamp took it
in for six on two occassions on long

pass plays. Needless to say,
Romano's protection was ample, as
the offensive line, led by center Art
Stern, did an effective job. They
consistently blew open gaping
holes for running back Joe
Gamache, who also had a fine
game. Freshman QB Scot Sullivan
also showed some fine possibilities
for the future.
On defense, end Jack Greene,
middle guard Joe Penella (who
recovered two fumbles late in the
game), and tackle Glenn McLellan

(who was also used effectively on
the offensive line) quite impressed
coach Chet McPhee. Also, Bill
Schauffler and Dough Cannone
stood strong at their linebacker
positions.
All in all, Coach McPhee was
pleased with the play of everyone.
He thought that the team's strength
at the end of the scrimmage attested to their fine conditioning,
and bodes well for the up and
coming JV Football season.

Women's Soccer: Off To Strong Start
by Nick Noble
Dr.' Kathie Lipkovich "has
got the brand new Trinity
Women's Soccer Club off to a
strong start. Forty-one women
expressed an interest and were
been practicing enthusiastically
beyond the baseball diamond all
last week.
The first week of practice was
devoted to workouts and drills;
conditioning the women and
testing basic skills, Beginning

Monday the Club features
organized scrimmages between
four "teams" that make up the
squad. Also organized have been
outside contests with other
colleges, who also feature
Women's Soccer as a club sport.
On October 6th, the Bantam
Soccer Women will take on
Wesleyan at Middletown. Then on
Thursday, Oct. 12, the Club will go
against Mt. Holyoke, here, at 4:30.
Finally, on Oct. 19th, they will

oppose UConn on the enemy's
field.
These are the only three games
scheduled so far, but Dr. Lipkovich
hopes that more will be added. She
is impressed with the amount of
enthusiastic interest and support
the Women's Soccer program has
received, and she praises the drive
and the hustle that all have
displayed thus far. The best of luck
to their venture, another step
ahead for women's athletics at
Trinity.

Women's Crew:
Now A Year-Round Experience
by Debbie Davis
SEX! Now that I've gotten your
attention, let me tell you about
Women's Crew. Actually, that title
is not so irrelevant. Women's Crew
has always had a Fall season,
primarily because there was not
enough room or enough equipment
at the boathouse to easily
accommodate both men and
women in the Spring. The women,
being women and latecomers,
rowed in the Fall. It had its obvious
advantages. However, there were
drawbacks that finally surfaced,
and the administration granted the
women a Spring season, thus
knocking down another barrier in
the evolution of Women's athletics
at Trinity.
Rowing in the Fall, the women
were confined to a limited
schedule, with actual races few and
far between. This year the women's
program will follow closely the
pattern of the men's. They row
informally(three days a week) in

the autumn season, and compete in
both the Head of the Connecticut
and Head of the Charles Regattas.
In the Winter, they will be working
out, and the women will row a
schedule comparative to that of the
men in the Spring season.
For the first time Trinity
women will be able to compete in
the small college nationals—the
Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia.
Unfortunately the real challenge,
Henley, is an ocean yet to be
crossed.
Approximately thirty novices,
mostly freshmen, have laid aside
their tennis rackets and hockey
sticks, grasped an oar, and have
already begun sweeping the murky
waters of the Connecticut. This big
and promising group bodes well for
the future. If anyone else is at all
interested in rowing there is still
plenty of time to get you into a boat
and pulling away.
Since there will be an additional'
lumber of bodies at the boat house

this spring, there will be a shortage
of shells. Therefore, it is imperative
that women raise the money for a
new boat. Measures have already
been taken to prepare for a raffle
the women will be holding in midOctober with donations from local
merchants as prizes. The following
contributors to the furthering of
Women's Crew at Trinity are to be
acknowledged:
Athletes
Foot,
LeRoys
Keepsake Diamond Center, Radio
Shack, Flora-Ville, Franklin's
Musical World, Mogul Ski &
Tennis, Brownstone, Last Nat'l
Bank, J.P.'s Goodtime Parlor, D &
D Package Store, The International Skor and Tunxis
Electronics.
This year will certainly be a new
experience for the crew program.
Hopefully, the women will carry on
the fine tradition of Trinity Crew
on into its first Spring season, and
they will enjoy some measure of
success.

Women's JV Tennis
Triumphs 5-2 Over UHart
On Friday afternoon, the Hawks.
A highlight of the match was
Women's JV Tennis team rolled to
a relatively easy win over the the beautiful performance by
Wendy Markhoff in a hard-luck
University of Hartford.
Featuring DeDe Seber, Stapely losing effort against a tough opWonham, and Sarah Carter ponent.
The Varsity Net-Women open
among others, the powerful JV
racquet women served themselves HOME against Conn. College 3:00
up a victory by blasting and lobbing p.m. Thursday, and the JV play
their way through the disoriented again on Sept 27th at Williams.

WRTC SPORTS
will be bringing
you Trinity Football
from Bowdoin this
coming Saturday
89.3 FM

HBBl

WATERPOLO
The Waterpolo Team would like to apologize for the necessary cancellation of last week's season
opener, and would like to invite the public to this week's action in the Trowbridge pool.
On Tuesday the Trinity Ducks take on Westfield State at 7:30. ,
On Friday and Saturday the annual Trinity College Five-Man Tourney will take place. Participating
so far are Trinity, RPI, Southern Conn., Hamilton, and Queens. Other colleges to be announced.
Friday night: Game A at 5 PM. Game B at 6:30. Game C (featuring Trinity) at 8:00. Game D at
9:30.
Saturday morning: Losers of Games A & B play, 9:30 a.m. Losers of Games C & D 11:00 a.m.
Winners of A & B 12:30 p.m. Winners of C & D 2:00. At 3:30 7th and 8th place consolation. At 5:00
5th & 6th place consolation, At 6:30 the consolation finals. At 8:00 the finals. Be there, Aloha.

by Nick Noble
This is a piece about two old men, and how they silenced their
critics last week with a pair of performances that, while mere
shadows of their former abilities, were nonetheless perfect for their
having performed them.
I have an affection for athletes past the age of 35. Their youth is
gone, and with it their ability to stay in shape by simply breathing.
Everyday that they continue to play is a challenge to their
endurance, their stamina, and their courage.
I cried when a doddering Willie Mays, playing centerfield in a
Met uniform, tripped over his own feet chasing a routine flyball
during the 1973 World Series.
Jersey Joe Walcott, just shy of his 39th birthday, finally won the
heavyweight title when no one thought he had a chance.
Gordie Howe, at age 50, was the first grandfather ever to lead a
professional hockey team in scoring.
Jim Bouton and Muhammed Alt are two men whose impact on
the American sports scene is so significant that even if last week
had not occurred a special niche would still await them in the gallery
of cultural history.
In 1963 Jim Bouton was a Great Young Pitcher on the staid and
traditional New York Yankees, with 21 victories, a 2.53 ERA, and
tons of promise. But Jim Bouton did not live up to the Yankee's
expectations. He was not a staid and traditional guy.
So the Yankees dropped Jim Bouton, and he bounced from team
to team, tumbling further and further down the ladder of
achievement, in and out of the minors, pitching his last major
league game in 1970.
Then Jim Bouton wrote a book.
Culturally Ball Four had a tremendous impact on the American
public. It was the first time a player raised and cultivated in "the
system" had openly defied that system, popping the dream balloon
of the "American Pastime" and bringing it to earth.
But Jim Bouton missed the game he grew up in. In the spring of
1977 he gave up his lucrative announcer's job to begin anew, a
minor league career that was at first so ridiculously mediocre many
refused to take him seriously. "He's using baseball," blasted his
critics: "He's out to write another book."
Bouton pleaded with Atlanta owner Ted Turner to allow him one
more chance in the Brave's Savannah (AA) farm club in 1978, and
with his knuckleball Bouton proceeded to hurl to a 12-9 record,
leading the team with a 2.77 ERA. Rookies with worse records in
double-A ball have been called up to the majors.
Ted Turner sent for Jim Bouton and ensconced him in an Atlanta
uniform to start against the NL Champion Dodgers a week ago last
Sunday. The cocky. Dodgers were derisive. Reggie Smith called
Bouton's presence "a disgusting gimmick" and Davey Lopes said it
was "a disgrace to the game.''
Well, Lopes got his come-uppance when Bouton struck him out
on three pitches to open the game, but the Dodgers seemed to be
correct, when in the fourth, they pounded the 40 year-old
born-again-knuckleballer for five runs and a trip to the showers. The
loss evened up Bouton's major league career record at 61-61.
Not satisfied with killing the horse, the Dodgers went on to flog
,it after it was dead. They said that it would be even more disgraceful
if Turner had the nerve to start Bouton against the Giants.
Start against the Giants Bouton did, and for six innings he
allowed only three hits and no earned runs to register a 4-1 triumph.
The win, Bouton's first major league victory in eight years, once
again pushed his career record over .500 at 62-61. I hope he writes
another book.
Muhammed Ali says now he isn't sure that his unanimous
decision victory over Leon Spinks is to be his final fight. Although
he is the only man in boxing history to win the heavyweight title
three times, this third time the title is not all his. The spectre of
Larry Holmes, who won his "paper championship" by outpointing
Ken Norton last June, looms on the horizon.
Still, we've heard All's retirement song many times before.
When the United States Supreme Court, by an 8-0 vote, reversed
the draft-evasion conviction of one Cassius Marcellus Clay in June
of 1971, Muhammed Ali declared "just one more year." He vowed
he would meet Joe Frazier in a rematch, win back his crown, and
then reture. "I could go on for eight more years," he said, "but I'd
be too old. I'd slow down, get flat-footed, get knocked down easier
and oftener. It's getting harder and tougher. One more year."
Well, that one year stretched to two, then four, then seven, as he
dominated Leon Spinks for fifteen rounds to take back the crown he
had lost to the gap-toothed marine five months before.
But the Muhammed Ali of springtime '78 was not the Ali of
autumn. The springtime Alt was fat, flabby, and woefully out of
shape. He refused to take the hard-as-rock Spinks seriously, and the
younger man simply outlasted his older and overweight opponent.
The autumnal Ali was hard and smooth, in the best condition
he'd enjoyed since Manila. That Muhammed Ali gave Leon Spinks a
boxing lesson is an overworn cliche, but cliches become what they
are because they're good. It wasn't a great fight. Both Ali and
Spinks have been better. But the old man did exactly what he had to
do to win. No more, no less.
Larry Holmes might be too much. Alt should reture, but perhaps
the demon inside him can't rest while Muhammed Ali is only half a
champion.
'
I was five years old when Jim Bouton won his first big-league
game, and six when Cassius M. Clay first took the heavyweight
title. Bouton brought reality into the American sports scene,
breaking down alot of ivory walls and towers. Ali brought race,
religion, and even a touch of conscience to the callous fight game,
and turned it back into a million dollar business. But despite being
older and wiser, both find it hard to leave behind that which began it
all for them: the game itself.
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Field Hockey: UConn, Smith Scrimmages Successful
by Nick Noble
With an extra week of double
sessions behind them, UConn's
Varsity Field Hockey team made
the short haul to Hartford's highest
hill to scrimmage Trinity's best.
It was late on a Wednesday
afternoon, as the shadows
lengthened and the evening fell and
the busy world was hushed and the
fever of life was over. Over
everywhere, that is, except on the
Field Hockey swarth, where the
Bantams, behind a dynamic
defense, tenaciously held on to a
scoreless tie in their first gamecondition action of the 1978 season.
Trinity coaches Robin Sheppard and Sue McCarthy alternated
between two full teams, each
playing every other quarter. In the
first period Trinity's passing game
was a little
sloppy, but
occassionally the potent pair of
Dottie Bundy and Kim Henning
made for an effective combination,
still to no avail.
The Husky offense on the other
hand was highlighted by polished
stickwork and several series of
crisp passes. Kathy Crawford was
outstanding on defense for the
Bants, constantly battling for the
ball and clearing it out. Captain
Spittie Dobbin was also effective,
and Carol McKenzie contributed a
pair of nice defensive plays. In the
goal Anne Warner was superb,
aggressively advancing from the
net to kick away a shot or to break
up a threatening play.
. - Early Vn the quarter Susie
"'"•""'
alter

f

aggravating her old knee injury.
Freshman Gay Gordon replaced
her on the field and performed
most admirably there.
The second quarter belong to
the UConn goaltender, who
magnificently thwarted a couple of
strong scoring attempts, generated
by the tough offensive play of
Carol Passarelli and Ro Spier. '
Susie Saltonstall returned to
action in the third quarter and
played a strong game at her rightinner position. UConn was still
coming on tough, despite the fact
that they were playing tired
without substitutes. Lorraine
DeLabry made a fine play early in
the period to halt a Husky score.
Carol McKenzie .and Kathy
Crawford hustled nicely on
defense. Crawford was nailed by a
hard shot, but she came hopping
up, ready to go on. Anne Warner
continued to be impressive in the
Bantam net.
Then the offense of Saltonstall,
Bundy, Fergusson, Wurts, and
Henning started to cook. The
passes were clean and quick, and
fleet-footed Captain Dobbin also
contributed to the Trinity attack,
still they could produce no tally.
In the final quarter some bright
Bantam defensive work and the
quick reflexes of goalie Cindy
Hume kept the Husky women from
scoring, but Trinity's efforts were
equally as fruitless, and the
scrimmage ended 0:0.
The experience provided by
this early game-scrimmage was
invaluable
in
aiding
the
development oi a potentially strong

.

Captain Frances 'Spit1' Dobbin sets to shun a hard drive daring
Saturday's Smith Scrimmages,
photo by Nick Noble

Tufts-31, Trinity-26
In Football Scrimmage
On Saturday, the Varsity
Football Team traveled to'Medford, Mass., to take on Tufts in a
controlled scrimmage. The Jumbos
won the final count, 31-26, but the
Bantams pounded out over one
hundred yards more on offense and
gave a fine account of itself one
week before its season opener.
Tufts blocked a Trinity punt in
the end zone to score first, and led
K)-6 at the half. They scored again,
two more third period touchdowns,
and stopped a late Bantam scoring
Drive to preserve the win.
• Bill Luby scored for Trinity on a
35 yard pass from freshman
quarterback Peter Martin. Martin
also kept the ball for a 45 yard gain
to the one, then rolled in to score
moments later. Martin had 72 yards
rushing on the day.
Sophomoie QB Gary Palmer
t*<> more Bantam touch-

downs, one a 15 yard pass, another
a hand-off to Chuck Welsh, who
carried it in from the 2. Mike Foye
showed considerable poise and
skill, and it was with him in the
backfield that Coach Miller tried
out some of the more difficult
plays, and the ones that needed
practice.
The kicking for Trinity was
done by Dan Jacobs, and the
Bantam offense amassed 420 total
offensive yards to Tufts' 299.
The Trinity defense was twice
as impressive as it had been against
WPI. They held tough, and with a
little more experience should prove
a formidable challenge to any
opponent, The Bantam running
game was especially sharp, as they
ran outside on the Jumbos all day.
The Varsity Football season
opens next Saturday up at
Bowdoin.

Vanity Squash
_, Sept. 14th, at 7:00. The
Room of the Ferris Athletic

Bantam Field Hockey squad. On
the weekend the happy host
traveled to Smith for a real test.
A field hockey bus is a bizarre
place; a joyful, genial assemblage
of the Trinity athletic community's
lunatic fringe.On Saturday, this
reporter boarded such a vehicle
and traveled with said athletes to
Northampton, Mass., where they
participated in the Second Annual
Smith Scrimmages. The Scrimmages are an all day event,
comprised of ten college teams
each playing ten 20 minute halves.
After disembarking from its
purple chariot the team crossed the
quaint oriental bridge spanning
rushing rapids and saw spread out
before them three field hockey
fields primed for action.
Trinity played its ten halves
against five schools, alternating its
Varsity and JV, one half per opponent per squad. The Bantam
Varsity was unbeaten on the day.
Three ties, two of them scoreless,
and a pair of 2-0 triumphs, constituted their record for the seven
hours of hockey excitement.
The starting offense generated
considerably more electricity than
on the previous Wednesday. In the
first game half against Mt.
Holyoke, Kim Henning found
herself wide open with the ball on
the left side of the field and cut a
perfect pass to Carter Wurts, who
made a diving shot just wide of the
goal mouth. The defensive play of
the Bantam stalwarts was superb.
Spit Dobbin, Carol McKenzie, and
especially Kathy Crawford all
contributed in keeping stifled the
potent Holyoke attack.
Against Amherst and Smith the
offense really looked sharp. A key
pass from Laura Fergusson set up a
Saltonstall to Bundy combination
that produced the first Trinity tally
of the day, against Amherst.
Moments later Susie Saltonstall
passed the ball to Capt. Francie
Dobbin, who drove a wicked shot
right at the goal, deflecting off
Dottie Bundy and into the net for
the Bantams second and final
Varsity score over the Lady Jeffs.
The VaTsity played their finest
game of the day right before lunch,
against the Smith horde. Susie
Saltonstall was all over Smith's end
of the field, assisting one goal and
scoring another. Saltonstall scored
first, on a clean pass from Carter
Wurts. Then she flipped the ball to
Dottie Bundy, last year's high
scorer, who clinched another 2-0
Bantam win. Both of these tallies
were set up by superlative stickwork from Kim Henning, Laurie
Fergusson, and Spit Dobbin.
The defense against Smith also
played perfectly. Lorraine DeLabry
was outstanding, and she was ably
complemented by the hardworking duo of McKenzie and
Crawford.
After dining on tasty sandwiches and Ginny Gardner birthday cake, the Varsity Bantams

Lurie FwgDsaon [left] hustles to the rescue, as Susto SaHemtaU
[center] is (rased oat by a massive Middiebury defender.

Goaltender Anne Warner comes out of the net to thwart the enemy
attack. Bantam fullback Carol McKenzie stands ready to clear.
photo by Nick Noble

went out against the Panthers of
The Bantam JV's also showed
Middiebury. They didn't have it u p we n.. Although they were
quite together, and it took Carter blanked 2-0 by both Holyoke and
Wurts, finally succeeding with her Williams, they were facing the
patented diving, sprawl shot, to tie > Varsity squads of those two
the half up at one apiece.
schools, and therefore should be
The Purple Cows (aptly named) commended. The other three
from Williams also posed stiff contests they won 3-0, 1-0 and 1-0,
opposition. Both Trinity and her. from Amherst, Smith, and Midadversary were sharp, but neither dlebury, respectively. Ro Spier
could score, as both goalies ahd ^ j ^ g Coolidge (twice) blasted
magnificent outings.
Amherst, while C arol Zug and Lisa
Speaking of goalies, Saturday Reene scored against Smith and
definitely belonged to Anne the Panthers. Gay Gordon, Lisa
Warner, who gave a performance Halle, Ellen Nalle, and Parsons
of skill in the nets that was nothing Witbeck were also impressive for
short of stupendous. Time and the Junior Division,
again she thwarted concentrated
After a successful day of
enemy scorring drives. Forced to
hockey, and after showers under
play all ten halves because of an
the sparkling falls, the Bantams
injury to backup netminder Cindy
boarded their purple charger and
Hume, Warner allowed only one , , . .
- .goal in an hour and forty minutes h e a ^ d ^ o m ? * o c e ' e b r a t e of Varsity goaltending, and let up~ ». T h e / l e l d H o f % season opens
only four in the same amount of Thursday at 3:30 vs. Conn.
College.
time for the JV's.

Men *s Soccer Blanks Eastern, Ties Alumni
by Nick Noble
Carl Schissel's goal in the final
minutes of play gave the Bantam
booters a 1-0 Win over Eastern
Connecticut last week. It was a
close, exciting game, highlighted
by some superior defensive work
by the Bantam backs, especially
Co-Captain Paul Pieszak. CoCaptain Peyton Fleming nailed
down the pass that Schissel sent
into the net to secure the Trinity
triumph.
Fourteen stalwart veterans of
many a Trinity Roundball campaign assembled to take on the 1978

Varsity in the annual Alumni
Coaching the grizzled vets were
Soccer Game this past Sunday Alumni Director Jerry Hansen (in
afternoon. Such past heroes as the gaudy pants) and former Head
Aaron Thomas, Torn Lehahan, and Coach Roy Dath. Randy Pearsall
Jeremy Meyer took on Robie performed dubiously as both an
Shults' Varsiy giants, and battled Alumni fullback* and Assistant
them to a 3-3 tie.
Varsity Coach. Among other
The Alumni goals were scored athletic Alumni were Jamie
by Roger McCord, Ben Tribkin, Whitehall, Sandy Evarts, John
and Greg "MadDog" Madding who Kendall, and Skip Aberidroth.
also missed a beautiful opportunity Junior Dave Snyderwine filled in as
for an open net goal early in the the Alums' netminder.
first half.
For the Varsity, Ken Savino,
Schissel, and Captain Fleming
The Varsity opens their season
produced tallies. Tom Chase was at 3:00, Sept. 26 at HOME.
also impressive for the Bantams.

